


LDR Treatment Standards for the Contaminated Debris



View Record Detail 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

June 3,1994 

Mr. Kenneth M. Kasmer 
Bryan Cave 
700 Thirteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005-3960 

Dear Mr. Kastner: 

Thank you for your letter of February 24,1994, on behalf of Rohm and Haas Company, 
requesting clarification of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
regulations applicable to hazardous debris. Specifically, you asked EPA to clarify how 
the “contaminated debris” rule applies to the removal of contaminants from an intact 
manufacturing building prior to its demolition. 

You state that removing contaminants from a standing, intact building before demolishing 
the structure often provides the most environmentally sound and technically practical 
approach to decontaminating the building. Your question is whether removal of 
contaminants from a building prior to demolition constitutes RCRA treatment for which a 
permit is required. You also ask if incidental holding of removed contaminants within the 
building could be considered to be “storage.” The answer depends primarily on whether 
the contaminants are considered a newly generated waste upon removal or are hazardous 
wastes prior to their removal from the building. RCR4 defines “generation” as any 
activity that first causes a material to become “subject to RCRA regulation.” In the 
situation you describe, involving physical removal of contamiua&s.f?om a standing 
building, EPA considers the actual removal of the contaminants to be the point of waste 
generation and consequently, the point at which the RCRA regulations become 
applicable. 

We take this position because we believe that an intact, standing building continues to 
perform the essential functions of a building and so need not, and should not be 
considered to be “discarded” under $26 1.2(a)(2)(i) until it is actually destroyed. We also 
note that the situation is analogous to that of wastes removed from product storage units 
in which wastes do not become subject to regulation until they are removed from those 
units. $261.4(c). 

In this case, after the contaminating materials have been removed from a building and are 
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destined for disposal, RCRA requirements apply if the contaminating chemicals are 
RCRA hazardous wastes. The Part 262 Generator standards would apply, which do allow 
accumulation of waste for up to 90 days without a permit, if the conditions of $262.34 are 
met. Further, if the materials meet the definition of debris, such “hazardous” debris may 
be treated to meet the applicable treatment standard for the contaminating hazardous 
wastes found at 40 CFR 268.41,268.42, and 268.43, or it may be treated to comply with’ 
the alternative hazardous debris treatment standards of 268.45. If the materials do not 
meet the definition of debris, they would be subject to the treatment standards for the 
contaminating hazardous wastes $5 268.41,268.42, and 268.43. The facility performing 
treatment to meet these treatment standards would be subject to applicable RCRA permit 
requirements. 

Having explained how the RCIU regulations apply in the situation you describe, I should 
note that I realize that the preamble to the hazardous debris rule may be somewhat 
misleading regarding how the removal of contaminants from a building prior to 
demolition is regulated. The preamble language you cite, which states that physical 
extraction of contaminants from a contaminated building prior to demolition is subject to 
permit requirements, presumes that the building itself is determined to be a hazardous 
waste prior to demolition. As stated earlier in this letter, an intact building would not yet 
be a solid waste, and therefore, extraction of contaminants would not involve hazardous 
waste treatment. 

Finally, you should note that EPA Regions and States authorized to implement the 
hazardous waste program make determinations regarding the requirements that apply to 
specific materials and facilities. Some States have programs more stringent than the 
Federal hazardous waste program. I hope this addresses your concerns. If you have any 
further questions, please contact Richard Kinch of the Waste Treatment Branch at (703) 
308-8434. 

Sincerely yours, 

Michael Shapiro, 
Director 
Office of Solid Waste 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Parts 146.260,261,262,264. 
265,268,270 and 271 

IFRL-4132-41 

RIN 2050-AD36 

Land Olspoaal Restrlotions for Newly 
Listed Waatea and Hazardous Debris 

IOawX: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTlON:Fi”al rule. 

SUMMANV: The Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) is finalizing treatment 
standards under, the land disposal 
restrictions (LDR) program for certain 
hazardous wastes listed after November 
8.1934. pursuant to a proposed consent 
decree filed with the District Court that 
established a promulg&tion date of June 
1992 (EDFv. Reilly Civ. No. 89-0598. 
D.D.C.). EPA is also finalizing revised 
treatment standards for debris 
contaminated with listed hazardous 
waste or debris that exhibits certain 
hazardous waste characteristics 
(hereinafter referred to as hazardous 
debris). and several revisions to 
previously promulgated standards and 
requirements. These actions are beins 
taken as part of the RCRA Reform 
Initiative. and are expected to facilitate 
implementation of the LDR program. 
EFFECTIVE DATES! This final rule Is 
effective on June 30.1992. except for 
55 148.17(a). 260.10, 281.3(c)(Z)(ii)(C). 
268.2. 25n.5.2SS.7. 268.9. 288.3e1a1. 368.4” 

! 288.41. 288.42. 258.43. 258.45, 288.46. 
] 266.50, 270.14. 270.42. 270.72. and 271.1. 

which sre effective November 16.19Qi: 
and 95 262.34.284.110,2&1.111,2a4;112, 
264.140.264.142. part 264 subpart DD, 
265.110. 285.111; 265.112, 255.140. 265.142. 
285.221. and part 265 subpart DD. which 

he effective February 13.xw3. 
DDRESSES: The official record for this 

emaking is identified as Docket 
L ber F-QZ-CD2F-FFFFF, and is 

if 
csted in the EPA RCRA Docket. room 

427,401 M Street SW.., Washington. DC 
I450. The docket is open from 9 a.m. to 

@p.m.. Monday thrbugh Friday. except 
an Federal holidays. The public must 

L 
ake an appointment to review docket 

termls by calling (202) 290-9327. A 

1 

wsximum of 100 pages from the docket 
%ay be copied st’no,cost. Additional 
:opiss cost $.15 per page. 
‘OR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAT: 
?orgenerel info”“ation, contact the 

I 

iCRA Hotline at (30J) 424-9346 [toll 
‘reel or (703) 92O-QfflO locally. For 
nformation on treatment standards for 
newly listed wastes or hazardous 

debris. contact the Waste Treatment 
Branch, Office of Solid Waste (OS- 
322WJ. U.S. Envimnmental protection 
Agency, 401 M St.. SW.. Washington, DC 
20460. (703) 308-3434. For Information on 
capacity determinations or nstional 
capacity variances. contact the Capacity 
programs Brsnch. Office of Solid Waste 
(OS-321W). U.S. Environmental 
protection Agency. 401 M Street, SW., 
Washington. DC 20460. (703) 308-8440. 
SUPF‘EMLINTARY INFORMATION: 

Outline 
I. Background 

A. Summary of the Hazardous sod Solid 
Waste Amendments al 1984 

B. Pollution Prevention (Wsste 
Minimization] Benefits 

II. Summary of Final Rule 
A. Newly Listed Wastes 
B:Che”ges to Current Regulations 
C. Hazardous Debris 

111. Detaikd Discussion of Final Rule: Newly 
Listed Wastes 

A. Recent Petroleum Refinicg Wastes (FO37 
and Fo3sl 

6. Wastes from the Ploducticn.cf 
Unsymmetrical Dimethylhydrazine 
lKlO7. K108. KlC3. and KllO) 

C. 3.Ethoxyethenol Wastes (“359) 
D. Wastes~Irom the Roductic D. Wastes from the Roducticn of 

Dinitrotcluene end Tclueca Dinitrotoluene end Tcluenediamine 
(Kill and K112. U328 i IKlll and K112. U328 and U353) 

E. Wastes from the Prod! E. Wastes from the Production of Ethylene 
Dibromide lKll7. Kll8. and K136l and Dibromide lKll7. Kll8. and K136l and 
Wastes from the Production of Methyl Wastes from the Production of Methyl 
Bromide (K131 and K132) Bromide (K131 and K132) 

‘F. Wastes from the Production of 
Ethylenebiadithiocsrbamic Acid (K123. 
Kl24. K125. and Kt2e.l 

IV. Detailed Diecwslcn of Final Rule: 
Chcn8es to Existing Regulations 

A. Revisions to the Fool-FoQ5 Spent 
Solvents Treatment Standards 

a. Converslc” of Wastewster Stendards 
Bssed on Scrubber Water 

C. Reviaiona to Treatment. Standards for 
KOB1. KDBZ and FMR 

D. Vanadium: Treetment Standards and 
Appendix VIII 

I?. Notification and Certificstion for 
Characteristic Wastes 

F. Wastaa Listed Because they Exhibit a 
Characteristic 

G. Storase end Treatment in Contatnment 
lildinga 
etrofttting ,Surfece Impoundments 

Under Lend Disposal Restricthme 
V. Detailed Discuaaion of Final Rule: 

Hazerdoue Debris 
A. Overview 
6. Definitions of Debris and Hazardous 

Debris 
C. Treetmenl Stendsrds lcr Hazardcue 

Debris 
D. Exclusion cl Ha~srdous Debris fmm 

Subtitle C Reguletion 
E. Regulation of Treatment Residuals 
F. Permit Requirementa for Treatment 

Facilities 
G. Capacity Variance for Hazardous Debria 
H. Other lsaces 

VI. Capacity Detenninsttcns 

A. Capacity Acalyaia Results Summery 
8. Available Capacity 
C. Petroleum Reftnlng Wastes end Other 

Organic Wastes 
D. Required end Available Capacity for 

Newly Listed Waatea Mixed with 
Rsdicktlve Contaminanta 

E Required end Available Capacity for 
Debris Contaminated with Newly Listed 
wastes 

F. Capacity Determination for Underground 
Injected Wsstea 

G. Revision8 to Trestment Standards for 
KC61. FMW). and KOBZ 

VU. Implementation VU. Implementation 
A. Facilities Quslifyicg for tnterim Statue A. Facilities Quslifyicn for tnterim Statue 

Due to Stor&e of Prohibited Wastee Due to Storage of Prohibited Wastee 
Lt. Containment Buildings at Generator Lt. Containment Buildings at Generator 

sites sites 
C. Addition of Weak Management C. Addition of Weak Management 

Capacity et Pe”nitted end interim Status Capacity et Pe”nitted end interim Status 
Facilities Facilities 

Il. Conversion of Enclosed Waste Piles to 
Conlaicment Buildings at Permitted and 
Interim Statue Facilities 

VUL State Authority 
A. Applicability of Rules in Authorized 

,, states 
8. Effect on State Authorization 

IX. Regulatory Requirements 
A. Economic Impact kreening Analysis 

F’crsuant tc Executive Order 12291 
Et. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 
C. Paperwork Reduction Act 

1. Backgmund 
A. Summary of the Hozordous and Soiid 
Waste Amendmenls of 1994 

The Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Amendments (HSWA) to the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA). enacted on November 8.1954. 
allow hazardous wastes to be land 
disposed only if they satisfy either of 
two conditions: (11 They can either be 
treated, or otherwise satisfy, the 
requirement of section 30X(m), which 
provision requires EPA to set levels or 
methods of treatment. If any. which 
substantially diminish the toxicity of the 
waste or substantially reduce the 
likelihood of migration of hazardous 
constituents from the waste so that 
short-term and long-term threats to 
human health and the environment sre 
minimized: or (2) they can be land 
disposed in units satisfying the s@called 
,no-mlgratlon standard in sections 3009 
(d)(l). (e)(l], and [g)(5). Land disposal 
includes any placement of hazardous 
waste in a landfill. surface 
impoundment, waste pile. injection well. 
land treatment facility. salt dome 
formation. salt bed formation, or 
underground mine or cave. RCRA 
section 3m(k). 

EPA was required to promulgate land 
disposal prohibitions and treatment 
standardsby May Rlae~ for all wastes 
that were either listed or identified as 
hazardous at the time of the lQS4 
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closure, cornmentors pointed out 
(correctly) that this would entail 
removal not only of accumulated 
sludges hut subsurface contaminated 
soils 88 well which are not the focus of 
the treatment requirements. and that 
forcing clean closure could interfere 
with otherwise available and potentially, 
mere cost-effective types of closure 
options. 

EPA finds msny of these comments 
persuasive and believes that the 
following interpretation best resolves 
these issties. First, EPA is not 
interpreting these provisions as 
necessitating annual dredging of 
accumulated sludges. Either the 
impoundment will close in” short time 
(no mere than four years), or it will be 
retrofitted end become subject to the 
annual dredging requirement in section 
3005(j)(ll) (as implemented by 
B 26&4(a)(~)[ii)). If the impoundment 
closes. EPA is interpreting the 
provisions to allow closure with wastes 
in place (unless the unit operator 
chooses to clean close the 
Impoundment). Thus, under this reading, 
continued use of the impoundment 
would be allowed during the four-year 
retrofit/closure period (a8 explained in 
section 1 above), use of the 
impoundment during that time would 
not he disrupted by B dredging 
requirement, and the impoundment 
would be allowed to close with wastes 
in place. These “re the fame options 
that were avalleble to impoundments in 
1984 managing wastes already identified 
01 listed 88 hazardous. 
3. Technical Analysis 

a. htroduction. Owners or operators 
of surface impoundments managing 
newly listed or characteristic hazardous 
wastes have several options for 
complying with the minimum 
technological requirements. Faoilitiee 
may retrofit the surface impoundments 
with liners and leak detection systems 
in compliance witch the requirements of 
section 3Ml4(o)(l)(A)(i]. Alternatively. 
fncilities may replace their treatment 
surface impoundments with wastewater 
treatment tanks regulated under the 
Clean Water Act or ma” cut to close the 
surface impoundments &id send the 
waste off-site. 

EPA believes that very few faciliti& 
managing newly regulaied wastes in 
surface impoundments will choose to 
retrofit their impoundments. For 
example, the Chemical Manufacturers 
Association &MA) conducted a” 
informal survey of 582 chemical 
manufacturing facilities In the fall of 
1989 to obtain infonnetion about the 
management of “non-hazardous wastes” 
in surface impoundments. Twenty-seven 

facilities reported that 95 surface 
impoundments would be newly 
regulated “8 a result of the Toxicity 
Characteristic rule (65 FR 11798, March 
29.1990): of these 85. only 9 would be 
retrofitted with liners and leak detection 
systems. Replscing surface 
impoundments with tank systems W”B 
the most frequently planned method of 
compliance for the respondents to this 
survey. Past experience also indicates 
that surface impoundment cwners 01‘ 
operators are more likely to replace 
their surface Impoundments with tank 
systems than to retrofit the 
impoundments. RCRA sectlon 3005(j)(l) 
required surface impoundments that 
were in existence snd~thst qualified for 
interim status on the date of enactment 
of HSWA to ccme into compliance with 
the h4TRs by November 8.1988. Most 
facilities with surface impoundments 
replaced their impoundments with tanks 
in response to this deadline. Less than 
five percent of these facilities actually 
retrofitted their surface impoundnients. 

To support today’s rulemaking, EPA 
undertook a” analysis to determine how 
much time is needed for owners or 
operators of newly regulated aurfecc 
impoundments to comply with the MTRs 
either by replacing the impoundments 
with wastewater treatment tanks 
exempt from RCRA subtitle C standards, 
or by retrofitting the surface 
impoundments with liners and leak 
detectlcn systems according to the 
requirements of section 3994(o)(l)(A)(i). 

‘EPA collected lnfcrnmtiod from a 
variety of tmurce.9, including facilities 
that have Implemented these practices 
in the past or plan to do so in the future 
(e.g.. in response to the TC]. tank 
manufacturers. and engineers. The 
results were summarized in the 
proposed rule (57 FR 41701, and are 
available in the background document.8 
4. Conclusion 

EPA found that the time needed to 
comply with the MTRs varies 
considerably based on case-by-case 
factors~[e.g., current waste management 
practices. land availability) and regional 
factors [e.g., climate). According to 

EPA’s infcrnmtion ~c”rce.s, six months 
appears not to be enough time to either 
retrofit a surface impoundment 01‘ 
replace the Impoundment with 8 
wastewater treatment tank. Replacing B 
surface impoundment with B tank 
frequently takes two to four years, and 
retrofitting B surface impoundment 
frequently takes two to three years. 

EPA believes that moat interim status 
surface impoundments managing wastes 
newly identified or listed “8 hazardous 
will be able to comply with the surface 
impoundment MTRs within four years of 
the date promulgating the listing or 
characteristic. Thus. the four-year period 
allowed in section 3005(j)(B) ia B 
reasonable period within which to come 
into compliance. 

V. Detailed Discussion of Flnal Rule: 
Hszardoue Debris 

A. Overview 
The Agency is today promulgating a 

final rule for the treatment of hazardous 
debris. Until today, debris destined for 
land disposal that ~“8 contaminated 
with a prohibited RCRA hazardous 
waste or that erhibltsd a prohibited 
RCRA hazardous characteristic ~“8 ’ 
subject to the treatment standard for 
thai listed w&to dr characteristic. Sec. 
e.g., 55 FR 22&19 and RCRA sections 
31x14 (d)(3) and (e)[3]. Although 
hazardous waste debris (as well as 
ccntamlnated media] is subject to the 
LDR~pmhibitions, there is no 
requirement that it have the same 
treatment standards 88 the wastes with 
which it is contaminated. Indeed, 
because.hazardc”s debris may be a 
matrix significantly different from the 
underlying prohibited waste. it is 
appropriate as a technical matter to 
determine whether different treatment 
standards were appropriate. 

Today. EPA la promulgating treatment 
standards for hazardous debris 
prohibited fmm land dispossl. Under 
today’s rule, hazardous debris must be 
treated by specified technologies baaed 
on the type of debris and type of 
contaminant(s) present cc as en 
alternative, meet the LDRs for the 
specified prohibited liated or 
characteriatlc waste with which it is 
contaminated. 

EPA has specified B number of BDAT 
technologies for hezerdoua debris, with 
the choice of technology left up to the 
generator and/or treater managing the 
waste. The technologies include widely 
used treatment methods. EPA thus 
believes that It la preserving in this rule 
as much flexlbllity for the treatment of 
hazardous debris as possible. 
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Prohib#ed hazardeus debris is defined 
generefly ea edid nieteriel (that is not B 
process waste] having B perticle size of 
So mm or larger end thst is Intended for 
lsnd dicrpcsei end exhibits B prohibited 
characteri8tfc of hazardous waste or 
that is confeminated with B prohibited 
listed hezerdcua waste. Hezerdous 
debris must be heated by one of the 
specified treatment technologies for 
each “contaminant subject to treatment” 
defined 88: (1) The BDAT constiluenta 
for the listed waste that ere subject to 
lend disposal res+riction stsndttrds (as 
found in 5 288.41 and 288.43); end (2) the 
RCRA hszardoua waste constituent(s) 
for which the hazardous debris fails the 
Extraction Pmcedure toxicity. 
charecteristic. in addition to any other 
characteris(ic which causes the debris to 
be hazardous (i.e.. ignitability. 
reactivity). As en alternative. the 
generator of the hezurdous debris mtry 
choose to treat the hazardous debris to 
the existing waste-specific trestment 
Ytundards for the waste contsminsting 
the debris. However. in choosing this 
altcmntive. the generator or trester 
would be required to semple end 
tmolyze the trested debris to ensure 
complitcnce with the treatment 
standards prior to disposel In B Subtitle 
C land disposal unit.’ 

Tu ensure effective trestment, the 
treatment unit would be required to 
meet perforpmnce standards or design 
endoperating conditions specified in the 
rule. In addition. the treatment unit 
would generally be subject to the Pert 
264 end 285 etandsrds for treatment 
facilities to ensure protection of human 
health end the environment. 

The rule addresses not only the Issue 
of when haze&us debris is sufficiently 
treeted. but the fnrther question of when 
it is a hezardocs waste. Under the rule. 
treated haze&ma debris would be 
excluded fr6m the definition of 
hazsrdous waste provided that: (1) The 
debrir Is treated to the performance or 
design end operating standarda by en 
extraction or dwtrnction technology 
rather then an immobilization 
technology *; and (2) the treated debris 
does no1 exhibit B chsrecteristic of 
hszardoue waste. Ifan immobilization 
technulw Lo ueed. the treated debris 
would not be automatically deemed B 
nonheaardoru waste. In addition. the 
Agency cetdddetermine on a ca~&y- 
we bsds w&r today’8 rule tbnt’debciis 
no longer “coatsIns! haaerdous waete 

end is excluded from Subtitle 8 
regulation. 

Residuals generated by the treatment 
of hszardoua debris we subject to the 
numerical trestment atanderds for the 
weste contaminating the debris. 
B. Definifiom of Debris und Hazardous 
Uebris 
I. Definition of Debris 

EPA is tadsy defining debris a~ solid 
met&d exceeding Bo mm (2.5 inch) 
perticle size that is: (1) Amanufectured 
object; or (z) plant or cnimai matter: or 
(3) natural geologic material (e.g.. 
cobbles snd bouldera). except that any 
materiel for which a specific treatment 
standard is pmvided in Subpsrl D, part 
2Rtt. is not debris.‘” A mixture of debrin 
end other materiel such 88 soil or sludge 
is alao subject to regulation aa debris if 
the mixture is comprised primarily of 
debris by volume. besed on visual 
inspection. Process residuals such cs 
smelter slsg and residues from the 
treatment of waste (e.g.. incinerator 
ash). wastewater. sludges. or air 
emissions residues [a+,, collected 
perticulate matter) ere not debris. Wr! 
discuss below that debris muat be 
intended for discard (i.e., rnther than 
continued use). that debris must be B 
solid materiel. the rstionele for selecting 
a 80 mm particle size criterion for debris 
[ix.. UB opposed to the~9.5 mm particle 
size proposed) end for epplying the size 
criterion to all debris (i.e.. not just to 
geologic materiels 88 proposed), the 
rstionele for regulating as debris 
mixtures of primarily debris and other 
materiels. the rationale for not 
regulating process residuals 8s debris. 
and the rationale for reguluting 
nonempty conteiners as hezardcus 
waste subbct to existing LDRs rather 
then 88 debris. 

a. Debris Must Be Discorded OP 
Infendedfor Discord. Debris m,ust of 
cour80 be either B eolid waste or media 
(e.g.. boulders) that is discarded or 
intended for discerd to be subject to the 
treatment standards in today’s rule. 
Those ccmmentera on the proposed rule 
expressing concern thet the proposed 
rule in acme wsy vitioted (or was 
intended to vitiate) this basic principle 
were mistaken. This means that euch 
materials that might et farno later time 
become debris, such es equipment or 
building &-nctcres. but that me still in 
use are nofsuhject to the treatment 
standards. Sncb In-we metertel la not a, 
solid waste because it has not been 
discerded~or intended for discard, es 

these terms ate used in % 261.33 (i.e.. 
likely abandoned. RS defined in 5 261.2 
ldlW1 and (bl) 

Media debris (e.g., boulders) is also 
not subject to regulation ~8 solid waste 
unless discarded or intended for discard 
and 80 is not automatically subject to 
the treatment stands&. 

Once debris becomes 8 solid weste by 
virtue of being discarded (including 
media debris thst becomes subject to 
regulation es solid westa by virtue of 
being discarded). it is not neccsstwily 
subject to the treatment standards. Fur 
rxsmple, contsminnted debris !het is 
not actively managed after the effective 
date of the prohibitions (i.e.. the 
effective date of the L!JRs for thl: 
hcznrdous waste contaminating thr! 
debris) would not be subject to thl! 
standsrds. See 53 PR 31148 (Aug. 17, 
1908). On the other hand. debris which 
is contaminated with hnzordous wstc 
dispcsed before the hnzardous w&c 
listing effective date end which is 
actively managed iu subject to the 
prchibiticna and 80 would hew lo be 
treated to satisfy the treatment 
stsndardv promulgated today bclcre the 
debris could be land disposed [ausuminfi 
disposal will not occur in B no-migroGcn 
unil). Chemical Wosle Mano~f:nren/ v. 
z?PA. 069 F. Zd 1526 (DC. Cir. ‘1909). 

h. Debris Must ik a Solid Material. 
The rule defines debris es e “solid 
material.” This means solid in a literal 
sense ~18 defined in B ccmmon 
dictionary. A solid material is H material 
that retains its volume et room 
temperature without the need for 
support by a container. Exemplcs of 
solid meteriele thet ere debris if 
intended for discard and if their pnrticlu 
size is ~omm (2.5 inches) or greater 
include: (1) Glass: (2) concrete 
(excluding cementitious or pczzolunic 
stabilized heanxious wsstes): (3) 
mssonry end refractory bricks: 14) 
nonintect containers 11 e.g.. crushed 
drums): (5) tapks: (8) pipes. valves, 
appliances. or industrial equipment; (7) 
scrap motel (es defined in 49CFR 
261.1(c)(6)): (9) enimal cerce8ee8: (9) tree 
stumps and other pkmt matter: IlO) rock 
(e.g.. cobbles and beulders): and (11) 
paper, plastic, end rubber. Not only is 
defining debris a8 solid material in 
accord with the common-sense view of 
what debris la, but, more impcrtsntly. It 
is Beered to the treatment stsndards 
adopted today that enwn effective 
decontrrminstlcn of solid materials by 
remove1 or dsstructton of hazardous 
waste. Clearly. if e liquid ctiold be 



fbm”~thceub~~~rnt~~ a eolid 
materiel. itrm~cap(*~abeber 
wtih frpeliquidr:‘~ %%e.liip&k.may be 
waste orgmund~or surface wster.tbet 
m&mnJaeppedln4he debris (e+g.;i” 
partto&mubed+oont”em (see 
dteouaehn~belew~.~ti”o of 
contaiPers)j,or.meylbs’eU11 o&b from 
lbe&hris if%tbe d&is awe newly 
genereted.~r,~lyewcaveted~from a 
remedietlon sit&llfliquids sepsrete 
fromCene~dw,debri&prtor to treatment 
of the&b& they murt be msnsged as 
hezacdmwweete&Liqulds that era 
entrapped.hulebdswjll be,effectively 
treated under tod~ls>freatment 
standanle.for:ex~~tlon,or destrmctton 
teohnol ien~If.en~extraction technology 
is used,% ~twtccons(ituente i” the 
liquid will be~remwed fwnn the debris 
as~achwatment residue tid is eubject to 
the LDRs for the waste contaminating 
the,debds. ,Jf s,deetruction technology is 
used, the,toxic constituents in the liquid 
should be de&q@. 

Wenote,:howeve~, that debris that is 
immobilixed.prkwto &and filling maynat 
contain free ltqutduwprovided by 
08 284314 and 266.314. Thus. free liquids 
[including liquids.in,cnrshedcontsiners] 
can”ot,be,present~ln.debris that is 
mecroenoapwlstedor sealed..end 
cauwt be.present in.debris that hen 
been micorencqpsulatad. 

c. Debris ffos I) Particle Size Loeer 
7’hon Bo,mm. Today’s rule defines debris 
as~solid.materisl vo1th.e particle size.of 
On nun (2.6~t”&e&oK#rsater. we 
discuss below the rationale for 
incrensiqg the,psrticle size to,ta mm 
fmm the proposed 9.5 mm ,particle size. 
the rationale forapplying the size 
critertan to ~11 debris. not just to 
geologic matter ae!proposed. the 
rationsIe.for defining 60 mm or.lerger 
clumps of ftm!.gralnedmeteriels [e.g.. 
clumps oi oompacted.cley)~as~~ondebrie 
material..and how theperticle size 
criterion is tobe implemented. 

(1) Rntlon~le for.Inoreaeing the 
Particle Stze~of.LGbris From 9.5 mm to 

60 mm. tl%tmQenoy~ia today defhitng 
dab& assdlid~meteniel with e ,parttcle 
size&Monm [2:6 in&es) or wster~for 
ii nunberiofnessons: [a) Fine grein 1 
mste#taia:&t., soil, &ass cullet) me nti 
amenablato.the ewfeot.wmov~l 
technologies speotfied’tn’todey’s rule 
and,ere notwmnonly thou&i of es 
debrte:~(b)-fine grein materhils swlikely 
to be amenable to the treatment 
technologiewthat~were the basis for the 
LpReforthe waste contaminating the 
mutertfil: [&fine grain materials, unlike 
lerge partiole size material& ten be 
reasonably sampled for annlysls to 
document compliance wlth the 
concentration-bssed LDRs for the SWBte 
contaminating the materiel: (d) msteriel 
normally considered to he soil should be 
subject to the Agency’s planned LDRs 
for coataminated soil ratherthan 
defined.as debris 5 (ej~the selection of 
e 6Ommparticle.siae criterion is within 
the renge of reasonable particle sizes 
the.Agency,oould have selected for 
defining debrip; and [f) msny 
commentem suggested a larger particle 
size~and the.o”ly commentem that 
suggested s,psrttculer size suggested 60 
mm. 

We “ate that e “umber of commentere 
suggested’thetmthe Agency consider 
raising the psrtlcle size breekpoint ee 
the A&mcy.te doing here. Two 
commenters suggested en elternative 
sieve slze~of 80 mm, stating thet existing 
aoil-washing equipment such ee rotary 
emeene end wet vibratory eweene me 
capable of’handling particle8 sizes of 
several Inches, and~the suggested 80 mm 
cut-off size wmild result in more soil 
being subject to the existing LDRs which 
require sempltng end analysis to 
document complinnoe with 
concentretton-based trentment 
standards. 

While the Agency believes that il 
could have selected other particle sizes. 
the Agency selected the 80 mm (2.5 inch) 
psrticIe size from tbwange of 9.5 mm 
(%:tnch) to 3OQmm.(8 inches) because: 
(1)I1~ts e commont~y used sieve size that 
is commerctslly available, (21 it would 
define,eesotl ,pebbles end smaller 
pertlc\es. end ,&fine ee debris cobbles 

end bolildem ‘ddnacoor&bothwtth 
common olutetlltending and with 
nmterialsmost.aman~ble to affaottre 
treshnentby thw”etbodls adopted 
todey:.snd@3) ttmeats the miteris 
discoseed ebow(e.g.,:emaller perttole 
sizem~tedal~cenbe reedtlysampledto 
document compliance with the 
numericalYlR tFeatme”t standards for 
the waste oontmnlnatlng the muterial).‘R 
In additiowthie size object is nonwill,y 
readily emensble~toeffeotive~tmatment 
by the methodsspecified fn,todsy?wule. 

(2) Reiionale~for Applyingthe Partidle 
Size:Criterlon.to All’Debris.‘The Agency 
hoe broedened,Zhepartidle~siae teet.to 
apply to all~debris. nat,just to geologic 
debris e&proposed. We believe thet the 
reeso”8 enumerated above for 
increeslng the psrtldle siee to 80 mm 
apply equally to,appplylng the partiole 
size to all debris (e.g.. smrdl particle size 
objectp-e.g:, glees. metdl fregmente- 
ten be readily sampled representatively 
to document compliance with the LDRs 
for the waete contaminating the 
tnaterial). 

(3) Compacted Clumps of Fine 
Greined Materials are not Defined ae 
Debris. The Agency Is baeing the size 
criterion on the particle eize of the solid 
mnteriol~rnthcr then the sieve sizeto 
enewe theleo mm [or larger) compacted 
clumps of muteriels wlth e particle size 
less than 80 mm we not defined es 
debris. The most common example is 
clayey soil. Cloy particles ere extremely 
cohesive and ten form clump8 during 
normal excevation and handling 
operations. The contaminated debris 
treatment methods me not intended to 
clean clumpa of cloy. Clumps of 
agglomerated clay soil 81% subject to the 
treatment standards for the waste 
contsmlneting the soil. 

In eddition, the Agency is concerned 
that generotors msy’heve the incentive 
to Intentionally agglomerate small 
perticle size materials [e.g., soil or even 
msnufecturcd materiels) 80 that they 
would meet the definition of debris and 
80 be excluded from regulation under 
subtitle C upon treatment by en 
extraktion or destruction technology. If 
euch contaminated meteriels were not 
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regulated 88 debris, they would be 
subject to the LDRs for the waste 
contaminating them and would remain 
subject to subtitle C regulation after 
treatment. Baaing the size criterion on 
particle size rather than sieve size 
precludes the potential for such~nhem 
octivitics. 

(4) Implementation of the Particle Size 
Criterion. To make today’s rule 
workable. equipment operators need to 
be able Lo determine quickly whether 
material being remediated is debris or. 
nondebris (e.g., soil, waste). In some 
ca8e8, the determination will vary from 
one front end loader bucketful1 of 
material to another. Accordingly, the 
Agency intends for the size criterion to 
be implemented by visual observation. 
Screening is not required. If screening is 
used. however, the screen may be either 
a 8quare grid with openings 80 mm on 8 
side or 8 circular grid with circles with a 
I30 mm diameter. 

(d) Waste for Which a Specific 
Treatment Standard Has Been 
Established is not Debris. There is one 
further exception to this definition of 
debris. EPA is indicating that debris-like 
materiel for which the Agency ho8 
promulgnted 8 specific treatment 
standard is not considered to be debris. 
The reason is that the Agency will have 
determined that specific tratment 
standard8 are appropriate for the 
material. rather than the assortment of 
technologies adopted for debris 
generally. See 57 FR 983 c.3 (Jan. 9. 
1992). 

The chief examples of 8 material 
subject to 8 specific treatment standard 
rather than the general debris standards 
are lead acid batteries and cadmium 
batteries. EPA has promulgated a 
treatment standard of metal recovery for 
each of these materials. See 0 ~88.4~. 
Thus, this more specific treatment 
standard takes precedence over the 
more general debris standard adopted 
today.” 

d. Mixtures of Debris~with Other 
Materials are Subject to Regulation 88 
Debris if Debris is the Primary Materiel 
Present. A further issue needing to be 
addressed i8 the status of mixtures of 
debris and other materials such 88 soils 
or sludge. This situation arises often. 
particularly In remedial situations where 
debris ia rarely present in 8 pristine 
state. Since the treatment standards for 
debris and other meterIsIs-sludge or 
contaminated soil-differ, the issue of 

classification is an important one. In 
developing 8 means of classification. the 
Agency on the one hand is seeking to 
prevent the debris classification from 
invariably overriding the treatment 
standards for other hszsrdoua wastes. 
On the other hand, ll is important to 
have 8 mesns of classification that is 
easy to apply by equipment operators in 
the field. 

The Agency has therefore decided to 
clnssify ‘8 88 debris sny mixture where 
the debris portion comprises the largest 
amount of material present by volume, 
to be determined by visual inspeciion.‘Q 
Thus, for example, if upon examination, 
8 mixture of cobbles (i.e., with 8 particle 
size of 60 mm or more), soil, end sludge 
is comprised mostly of cobbles. the 
mixture is clsssified 88 debris. After 
being treated by one of the trestment 
methods for debris promulgated in 
today’s rule. it could then be l8nd 
disposed. (Residues from applying the 
treetment method could be lend 
disposed after being treated to meet the 
treatment standards for the prohibited 
waste contaminatin the debris.) 

The definition of ebrls encompasses c? 
this classificetion principle by stating 
that “A mixture of debris and other 
material such 88 soil or sludge iealso 
debris if the mixture is comprised 
primarily of debris by volume, based on 
visual inspection.” It should be clear 
from this discussion that the rule does 
not require debris end nondebris 
materials to be separaled prior to 
treatment (an unintended implicalion of 
Ihe proposed rule). Rather. mixtures ere 
either classified 88 debris or 8ome other 
type of weste treatability group 
according to the classification test 
discussed above. 

We note that the “primary~mnterial” 
test for classifying debris does not apply 
to Intact, nonempty containers. Given 
that such containers are not debris (see 
discussion below in section V.B.l.fJ and 
can be reedily separated from debris (or 

mixtures of debris and other materials), 
they are not considered in applying the 
“primary material” test. Consequently. 
intact, nonempty containers must not be 
included in making the volume 
determinations to classify mixtures of 
debris. 

There is one further point to be made. 
Although EPA is classifying mixtures 
thet are predominantly debris es debris. 
this does not mean that debris c8n be 
deliberately mixed with other w88t88 in 
order to changr! their treatment 
classificstion. Such mixing is 
impermissible dilution under 5 288.3 
since it is 8 substitute for adequate 
trentment. See also 53 FR 31145 [Aug. 17. 
1983): dilution to change lreatsbility 
group8 i8 ordinarily impermissible. In 
addition, such situations where debris is 
used merely to dilute another prohibited 
waste, the mixture would remain subject 
to the most stringent treatment standard 
of any waste that is part of the mixture. 
See 5 Zet%4l[b). 

e. Process Residuals Are Not Debris. 
Today’s definition of debris explicitly 
exclude8 process residuals by stating: 
“Process residuals such 88 smeller slag 
and residues from the trealment of 
wasle [e.g., inclneretor ash). 
wastewater. sludges,‘or air emissions 
residues (e.g.. collected particulete 
matter) are not debris.” The Agency 
believes that debris should be limited to 
manufactured objects (e.g., metal, glass) 
end naturally occurring objecls (e.g.. 
boulders. tree stumps). The Agency 
developed the treatment standards 
generally to ensure effective treatment 
of hazurdous waste contaminating 8n 
object, rather than effective treatment of 
H large particle size hazardous waste 
such 88 slag.ao 

Several commentem requested 
clarification 88 to what the Agency 
meant in the proposed rule by excluding 
from the definition of debris “solids that 
ere listed wastes or c8n be identified 88 
being residue8 from treatment of waste8 
end/or wastewaters.” The commenlers 
felt that it~was unclesr whether this 
phrase exempts from the definition of 
debris only pollution control residues.,or 
material such 88 metal filters, ceramic 
column pecklng, or dlscarded pollution 
control equipment. Commenters 
suggested thsb EPA clarify, through 
examples, that discarded lndirstrlsl 
equipment (such ab filters, pumd’8, etc.) 
would be included In the deftnition of 

. 
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hazardous debris. The basis for these 
determinations is discussed below. 

(11 Electropolis~ing Is Not BDAT. The 
Agency has determined that 
electeopollshing Is not BDAT for 
hazardous debris because of concerns 
that the technology (8 intended primarily 
for smoothing clean metal parts. Painted 
br contamiimted metal parts might not 
be effectively treated by thiwmethod. A 
contaminating organic waste or paint 
could electricsllv insulate the surface 
from the solutlo6 and prevent surfece 
removsl~of contaminants. 

(21 Ultraviolet Radiation Is Not BDAT. 
TKeAgency deleted ultraviolet radiation 
trestment from the list of BDAT 
technologies for hazardous debris 
because of difficulties of specifying 
performance standards that would 
ensure effective treatment in all ~8888. 
This technology is primarily intended for 
liquid waste treatment where the fluid Is 
passed bye ultraviolet radiation source 
in e thin stream. This approach is 
designed to ensure that the ultraviolet 
light reaches all of the toxic molecules 
end detoxifies them. If the technology 
were to be applied to hazardous debris. 
it would be virtually Impossible to 
ensure that all toxic molecules 
contaminating the debris were 
adequately radiated. Sludge and soil 
caked onto debris would preclude 
radiation of both inner layers of caked 
material and the debris surface. Further. 
even for debris that la relatively free of 
caked-on materials, th& debris would 
have to be systematicslly turned to 
expose. all contaminated surfaces to the 
radiation. The we of sunlight to provide 
the ultraviolet radiation 88 proposed es 
an alternative to en artlflclal ~oorce 
poses even greater problems of ensuring 
exposure to ultraviolet radiation at 
levels that would ensure effective 
treatment. The Agency’s effort to 
provide for Innovative debris treatment 
et proposal simply went too fer, 

(3) High Temperature Metal Recovery 
Is BDAT. The Agency has added high 
temperature metal recovery (HTMR) to 
the list of acceptable debris treatment 
tcchnologles. It is e very effective 
method for treatment of recoverable 
metal values in both metal debris and 
debris that la contaminated with metal- 
bearing hazardous waste. The Agency 
did not Include HTMR es BDAT et 
proposal simply because of oversight. 
Severel’commenters suggested that we 
include this method, end the Agency 
agrees. 

We note that HTMR ten else 
effectively treat toxic organic 
conteminnnts. If the debris contains 
more then e total of SW ppm of toxic 
organic compounds listed In appendix 
VIII. part 26l. the HTMR facility is 

subject to the Boiler end Industrial 
Furnace (BIF) Rule. See D 288.100. The 
HTMR would be subject to the wane 
controle on organic emlsslons pa 88 
other BIFs burning hazardous waste. 
When the total concentration of toxic 
organic compounds in the waste is lees 
than 500 ppm, the Agency believes that 
sny emissions of otganlc compounds 
attributable to those organic compounds 
will not pose e hazard to human health 
and the environment. 
3. Contaminants Subject to Treatment 

Today’s rule requires hazardous 
debris to be treated by one of the 
specified technologies 2s for each 
“contsminsnt subject to treatment” 
defined 88: (1) the BDAT constituents 
identified In 6 0 268.41 and ~a&43 for the 
listed waste contaminating the debris 
that are present et detectable levels; 2’ 
(21 the constituents for which the debris 
exhibits Extraction Procedure toxicity: 
and (3) cyanide or sulfide If debris 
exhibits reactivity due to the presence of 
those constituents. As discussed in 
section V.C.6 below, although debris 
may contain several conteminsnts 
subject to treatment, the treatment 
standards generally do not require 
treatment by multiple technologies (i.e.. 
e treatment train). This is because many 
of the specified technologies effectively 
treat various types of contaminants (e.g., 
metals, aromatic and aliphatlc organic 
compounds, halogenated and 
nanhelogenated organic compounds). 

In the proposed rule. the Agency 
proposed a broader definition of 
“contaminants subject to treatment” 
that would have included constituents 
on appendix VIII, pert 7.61. that the 
generator could reasonably know may 
contaminate the debris et detectable 
levels. Further, the Agency requested 
cornmerit on whether the rule should 
require that debris that is hazardous 
solely because It exhibits a 
chnrecteristic (Le., toxicity. ignitability, 
or reactivity) be treated for all 
constituents on appendix VIII, part 261, 

that the generator could reasonably 
know may contaminate the debris et 
detectohle levels. The Agency 
addressed these provlslons et proposal 
because of concern that all toxic 
constituents present be effectively 
treated,given that debris treated by en 
extraction or destruction technology and 
that does not exhibit e characteristic Is 
excluded from subtitle C regulation. 

We have determlned. however, that 
neither of these provisions Is likely to be 
necessnry to ensure effective treatment 
of haznrdous debris for e number of 
reasons. Thus, these provisions ere not 
included in today’s rule. First, we 
believe that enough contaminants 
subject to treatment will he identified 
for most debris to ensure effective 
treatment of other toxic contaminants 
that may be present. Given that most 
debris is generated by remediatlon, the 
debris is often associated with e variety 
of wnstes that will result In a number of 
contaminants being designated 
contominsnts subject to treatment- 
either because listed wastes or known 
to be present, or more likely, because 
the debris fails the EP ao for one or more 
constituents. For example, It Is highly 
unlikely that debris will exhibit only 
ignitability or reactivity end not fail the 
TC or be contaminated with e listed 
waste (and thus, require only 
deactivation of the ignitability or 
reactivity characteristic under today’s 
rule] if, In fact, toxic constituents ere 
present et significant levela. Given that 
most of the debris treatment 
technologies specified In today’s rule we 
not restricted to specific contaminants 
other then metal vs. nonmetal 
contaminants and that msny 
technologies (e.g., surface removal, 
incineration) have no contaminant 
restrictions (see section V.C.5 below], 
the designation of e few contaminants 
subject to treatment should be sufficient 
to ensure effective treatment of other 
toxic contaminants that may be present. 

Further. commenters ergnod, and the 
Agency agrees, that it would be difficult 
to implement and enforce a rule that 
required generotors to treat toxic 
constituents that they have reason to 
know are present at detectable levels. 
First, whether the generator. lo fact, 
could have reason to know that n toxic 
constituent is present Is highly 
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subjective end difBcult to enforce. 
Second, the A ency upon additional 
consideration ‘b alleves thst. if trealment 
of scch additional toxic constituents 
were to be required, treatment should 
only be required if the constituent is 
proaent,et slgniflcant levels, not merely 
at detection levels. This raises the issue 
of whet Is a significent level. Possible 
criteria include e level of potential 
health significence or the FO38 trostment 
levela. (We note that the Agency, in feet. 
requested comment on using these 
crlterla to determine when these other 
(i.e., other then BOAT constituents for 
listed weste con&minating the debris 
end the constituents for which the 
debris fells the RP) toxic constituents 
known to be present would be 
contaminants subject to trestment. See 
57 FR 984. n. 11.1 Nol only Is the Agency 
unsure which approach would he more 
npproprlote, but under either 
epproech-I.e, health-based levels or 
F039 levels-nempllng end anslysis 
would be required If the generator did 
not went to presume thst e toxic 
constituent known to be present was 
present et the trigger level. Since it Is 
psrticularly dlfflcult to take 
representative ssmples of untreeted 
debris, EPA considers this approach to 
be Inadvlssble. 
4. Debris May Be Treated to the Existing 
Waste-Specific LDRs in Lieu of Todey’n 
Debrla Treatment Standards 

Today’s rule gives generstors the 
option of treetlng hazardous debris to 
the existing waste-specific treatment 
stendards for the waste contaminstlng 
the deLrle. The treated debris. however, 
must cuntlnue to be managed under 
subtitle C. If lend disposed. the debris 
must be disposed In e subtitle C landfill. 
However, such debris would he 
excluded horn subtltle C regulation If 
the Agency determined that It no longer 
contalned hazardous waste (see 
diaousalon ebove in section V.B.2) or If 
the treater determined that the dehrls no 
longer contained hazardous constituents 
et levels that may be established under 
e final Hazardous Waste Identiflcatlon 
Rule (see dlacusslon above ln section 
V.B.3). 

The Agency is providing thle option in 
today’s rule baaed on the request of 
numerous commenters. For example. 
one commenter mutlnely adds the tyvek 
suits end rubber gIovas worn by facility 
operators to the weste stream leitvlng 
his factory, end wishes to continue 
doing so. The proposed rule would heve 
required the tyvek suits end rubber 
gloves (as debris) to be separated from 
the waste for treatment by the specified 
technology. ti ccmmenter~preferred to 
treat the waste/debris mlxtum to the 

waste-specific stsndards end the 
Agency believes that this practice is 
opproprlste to provide en sdditionel 
meens of (resting debris that 
substsntislly reduces toxicant mobility 
or concentration. 

The Agency developed special 
treatment stsndards for hazardous 
debris heceuss of concern thst. in most 
ceses, the waste-specific standards 
would not be prscticable for debris 
given the difficulty in obtsining 
rcpresentstive ssmples of treeted debris 
to document complisnce with the 
concentration-based waste-specific 
standsrds. The Agency ackriowledges. 
however, thst some types of debris msy 
be emenable to representative sampling 
tmd therefore compliance with the 
woete-specific stsndards may be 
workab1e.s’ 

Debris that is treated to the waste- 
specific treatment standards rather than 
today’s debris trestment stenderds 
remains subject to subtitle C regulation 
because toxic constituents may continue 
to be present et levels thet could pose e 
hRrerd to human heslth and the 
environment. EPA betlevee that this 
position Is sppropriate for two reasons. 
First. there Is no reason to exclude from 
subtitle C regulation hazardous debris 
treated to the waste-apacifIc stendards 
when the waste Itself Is not excluded 
when treated to those stendarde. 
Second, end moreover, the Agency 
believes that today’s trestment 
standards will trest debris to levels 
resulting In minimum threat to human 
he&h end the environment. See 
discussion below. Although meeting the 
weste-specific standards may result in 
home gene* in levels of toxic 
constituents In the treated debris that do 
not pose e hazard to human health end 
the environment, the Agency la not 
certsln that this will be the ce8e in ell 
situetlons (end ln eny cese. the Issue is 
more eourorrrlate for resolution in the 
contexi bf the May 20.1992, proposed 
rule, 57 FR 21450). 
5. Trestment Standsrds 

In *is section. we provide the 
rstionale for the treatment standards for 
each technology and explain how the 
standards work. end we explain how 
the final treatment standards differ from 
those proposed. 

B. Overview. Todsy’s rule establinhes 
pv.7 i::~ Lance end/or design end 
opt. .’ 1g requirements for 17 treslmenl 
technologies thst the Agency hen 
designsted es BDAT for hszerdous 
debris. See Table I of g 288.45. Although 
nny technology may he used to treet eny 
debris, the trestment standorda very for 
many technologies sccordlng to the type 
of debris treeted.s’ In addition, the rule 
prohibits the use of some technologies to 
treet specific types of contaminents. For 
exsmple, the physics1 extraction 
technologies (e.g., ebresive blasting) 
have no conteminsnt type restrictions. 
while thermal desorption may not he 
used to treat metals other then mercury. 
Generators (and owners end operators 
of treatment fecilitles) msy select sny 
treetment technology that la not 
restricted for the conteminant subject 10 
trestment. 

The Agency has attempted to 
establish performsnce or design and 
operating requirementa for esch of the 
extraction end destruction technologies 
that will optimize treatment 
effectiveness such that hszsrdous 
contaminants would not be present et 
residue1 levels in the debris that could 
pose e hazard to hums” health end the 
environment. Thus, the treated debris 
could be excluded from subtitle C 
regulation. Unfortunately. the Agency 
we8 not sble to develop objective 
performence or design end operating 
stendards for sll extraction end 
destruction technologlea that would 
ensure treatment to minlmum threst 
levels (e.g., thermal desorption, 
biodegradation. end chemicel 
destruction: see discussion below). For 
these technologies. the Agency la 
concerned thst residual levels of 
hezardous contsminanta may remain in 
the debris et levels that could pose B 
hazard to human health end the 
environment. CdneequentIy. today’s rule 
requires for these technologies~ that the 
owner or operstor of the treatment unit 
must make en “Equivalency 
Demonstration” to the Agency under 
existing 6 2&%42(b) that documents thet 
the technology treets contemlnsnte 
subject to treaiment toe level 
equivalent to thet required by the 
performance end design end operetina 
standsrds for the other techncloglea in 
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Table 1, $ 288.46, such that residual 
levels of hszardous contaminants will 
not pose ” h”z”rd to human health end 
the environment “bsent subtitle C 
control. 

Today’s trentment stendards est”blish 
performance standnrds rather th”n 
design end operating stuadards where 
supporting data were “r~nilable. The 
Agency believes th”t pcrform”nce 
st”nd”rd” will better ensure effective 
trentment given the v”ri”billty in 
contaminant and debris types and 
properties that affect trestsbility. 
Further, performance standards give the 
owner and opertltor of the trestment 
unit the flexibility to t”ilor the design 
ood opcrntion of the unit to the specific 
debris/contaminant(s) being trested. An 
tx”mple of” performsnce standard i” 
the standard for physic”1 extraction 
technologies (e.g.. “br”sive blasting) 
used to treat ” metal object where the 
standctrd requires decontemlnstion tu ” 
“&an met”1 finish” “s defined in the 
regulution. An example of” design and 
operating st”ndard is the atandnrd for 
therm”1 desorption that limits the 
thickness of porous debris to 10 cm (4 
inches). 

EPA recommends thst the gener”tor 
or owner or operator of the treatment 
fxility consider the thermal. cbemicnl. 
“nd physical properties of the debris 
and the contaminnnta on the debris 
before selecting a treatment technology 
to ensure thnt the performance or design 
“nd operating requirements c”n by 
achieved. The Agency plans to develop 
il nonrcgulutory implementation 
““sist”nce document to provide 
wsist”nce on how to select the most 
“ppropriate technologies for ” given 
dobrialcontaminant combination. 

Although hazardous debris trentment 
operations “re generally subject to 
regulation under the interim status or 
permit standards of p”rta 270 and 264. 
205. or 2130.‘~ todny’n h”z”rdoua debris 
performonce or design sod opernting 
stond”rds “re neither interim status nor 
permit standards. The haz”rdous debris 
treetment standards “re adopted 
pursuant to section 3004(m) of RCRA to 
enswe that dobrie IR treated to minimize 
the h”z”rdow constituents’ toxicity or 
mobility during future msnugement. 
while the interim status and permit 

standards “re designed to protect 
human he”lth and the environment from 
the operation of the storage. treatment. 
or disposnl facility itself. It Is for this 
re”son that today’s treatment standards 
do not address control of emissions th”t 
can occur from debris treatment; the 
Agency is relying on the applicable 
interim status and permit standards to 
control treatment emissions. See 
discussion below in sectlon V.F. 

The Agency has grouped the various 
trestment technologies into categories oi 
like treatment type. Each category is 
bused on the s”me (or similnr) 
performance or design and operating 
etundnrds. Set Tsble 1 of P 288.45. We 
discuss below for each group of 
treatment technologies the besls for the 
“t”ndards “nd how the standards will 
work. Note thnt the performnnce or 
design and operating standards must be 
met for “II debris surfaces that are 
contaminated with h”zardous w”“te. 
Thus, if ” pipe or pump was used to 
m”nnge h”z”rdous waste. the 
performance standards must be met for 
the inside surfaces of the plpe or pump. 
Dccontsminntion of the outer surfaces 
only does not constitute compliance 
with the debris treatment standards. 

b. Exlroclion Technolo&. The 
Agency hus classified the extraction 
technologiee “B physical extruction. 
chemicnl extraction, and thermal. 
extr”cti”n. 

(11 Pbysiwl Extraction Technologies. 
The physic”1 extraction technologies 
“re: “brasive blsstlng; scarification. 
grinding. “nd Ijlading; spslllng: vibrtltory 
finishing; and high pressure steam and 
water sprays. For these technologies. the 
rule establishes performance standard” 
based on removal of the conteminated 
l”yer of the debris. Any contamlnent 
subject to treatment may be trented by 
these tochnologies.2” because the 
contaminants “re removed “8 residue J0 

subject to the treatment standards for 
the waste contami,n”tlng the debris. 

In addition, “ny debris type [e.g.. 
metal. concrete, wood, paper. cloth) may 
be treated by these technologies. The 
Agency reasoned that any debris type 
would be effectively treated provided 
that the contaminated layer of the 
debris is removed. We note th”t. 
although the rule allow” the u”e of 
physical extraction technologies on any 
debris type, It will be impracticable to 
““e these technologies an some dcbrls 
types and the performance standards 
cannot be met for “ome technology/ 
debris combinations. For example, it is 
impracticable to “pall psper or cloth. 
However. we realize that debris often is 
comprised of” mixture of debris type”, 
und physical extraction may be the most 
re”son”ble technology for the 
predominate debris type while other 
types of debris present would be 
removed “8 residue. An example is Iurge 
chunks of concrete that have peper 
labels “dhered to them. Spalling or 
another physical extraction technology 
may be practicable for the concrete and 
the paper labels will be removed H” 
residue. An example of where the , 
performance standard cannot be met for 
a technology/debrfs combin”tion is high 
pressure steam nod wster spray used to 
treat brick or concretc.‘As discussed 
below, because these debris type” “rc 
porous “nd toxic contaminants may be 
adsorbed below the surf”ce of the 
debris, the performance standard 
require” removal of et least the outer 0.6 
centimeter surface layer. This 
technology cannot meet that 
performance standard for those types of 
debris. Rather than explicitly prohibiting 
such practices. however, such practices 
will be precluded beciruse of the 
inubility to comply with the standsed”. 

To ensure that the contaminuted layer 
of debris is removed “nd to account for 
the physic”1 properties of different types 
of debris. the rule establishes different 
performance standards for different 
types of debris. 

(a) Met”1 Object”. Metal object” must 
be treated to remove foreign matter 
adhering to the metal to produce ” 
“clenn debris surface”. The rule defines 
a “clean debris surface” RR ” eurf”ce 
that. when viewed without 
magnification, shall be free of all visible 
contaminated soil and heznrdous waste. 
except that residual staining caused by 
“oil and waste consisting of light 
shadow. slight streaks. or minor I 
discolorations. and soil end waste in 
cracks. crevices, and pits may be 
present provided that such staining and 
coil “nd waste In cracks, crevices. and 
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pits shall be limited to no more than 5% 
of each “qusre Inch of surface “re”. 

The role allow” minor residual 
staining caused by soil “nd waste and 
soil and waste to remain in cracks, 
crevices. “nd pits of up to 5% of each 
square inch of surface “re” 31 because 
of the impracticability of cleaning metal 
debris to ” “white met”1 finish” “8 
propused. The Asency selected the 5% 
8wf”ce “rc” criterion bec”uae: (1) it is 
within the mnge of rensonable Ievcls- 
1% to lfl%-thnt could have been 
eslected: (2) it is generally equiv”len1 to 
the Steel Structures Painting Council’s 
sprcificntinn for “Near-White F)l”st 
Clnnniag” for cleaning steel surf;lces by 
the use of “brssivcs: 32 “nd (3) it should 
not “llow toxic con!“mir~“nts to wm”io 
irt levels thst could pose e hanrd to 
hunmn hcelth ond the environmrnt 
;~hsent snbtitle C reguhltion. “nd should 
rumow conteminunla 80 that threats 
pled by dispowl of the debris arr! 
minimixxl 

lb1 Itrick. Cloth. Conr:rt:t~!. paour 

debris. 
If reducing the thickness of debris to 

1.2 cm to meet the treatment slandards 
results in debris that no longer meet” the 
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existing 0 288.42(b) that documents that 
the technology treats conteminants 
subject to treatment In these dioxh- 
listed wastes toe level equivalent to 
that required for those contaminanta by 
the perfomwmce and design and 
operating standsrds for other 
technologlewin ‘Table 1, ~‘260.45. such 
that residual levels of hazardous 
contaminant.6 will not pose a hazsrd to 
hums” health and the environment 
absent nubtitle C control. 

(h) I.lq$d’Phase Solvent Extraction. 
This technology decontaminetes dehris 
surfaces by applying e “onaqueous 
liquid or liquid solution which csudes 
the toxic contemlnsnts to enter the 
liquid phase end bo flushed awsy from 
the dcbrte along with the liquid or liquid 
solution using agitation. tempernture, 
and reeldence ttme sufficient to meet the 
pcrfOrms”ce standards. The treatment 
stnnderds for this technulogy ere the 
same es for water washins end spraying 
because the technologies we the sane 
principles to extrec1 toxic contaminsnts 
from debris. 

(c) Vapor Phase Solvent,Extraction. 
Thin technology deconteminetes debris 
surfaces by applying en organic vapor 
which ceusee the toxic contaminents to 
enter the vapor phase using sufficient 
egilation, residence time. and 
temperature end to be flushed ewey 
with the org~nlc vspor such that the 
performance standards ere achieved. 
The treatment standards for this 
technolbgy are the eeme ee for water 
wnshlng end spreying. except~thet 
porous debris surfaces must be in 
contact with the organic vapor for more 
than 80 minutes. This treatment tinle is 
consistent wlth state-of-the-art prscticea 
end is “ecesssry to enswe effective 
extrnctio” of contaminants. 

(3) Thermal Extraction. The Age”& 
has clessified two technologies ee 
thernml extraction: High tempersture 
met& recovery and thermal dosorption. 

(ej High Temperature Metals 
Recovery (HTMR). HTMR furnace” era 
smelting. melting. or refining finnaces 
(including pyrometallurgicel devices 
such es cupolas. reverberator fornacee. 
sinterlng mnchinea. roasters. end 
foundry furnaces (see p 280.10 definitioa 
of “industrlsl furnace”)) thut URB 
sufficient heat. residence time. mixing. 
fluxing agents. and/or corhon to extract 
metals from debris. HTMR furneces ere 
potentially subject to regulation under 
the Boiler and Industrial Furnace [BIFJ 
Rule (subpart H. pert 286) when they 
burn hozardoua debris.>” 

Today’8 role require8 that, for 
“0nslegSing furneces (e.g., refining 
furnaces). treatment residuals must be 
sepornted from the debris. In sddilion, 
such aepereted residue must meet the 
waste-specific treatment stsndsrds for 
organic compounds in the waste 
contaminating the debris prior to further 
trestment. Further, these residues musl 
meet the waste-specific treatment 
standsrds for ell BDAT constitnents in 
the waste contaminating the debris prior 
to lend disposal. Finslly, if debris Is 
contuminsted with e dioxin-listed 
waste, HTh4R is not BDAT and the 
treated debris is not excluded from 
subtitle C unless the treater makes an 
“Equivalent Technology” demonstration 
to the Agency under $ 288.42[b) tha 
documents thet the technology tronts 
conlnminants subject to treatment to H 
level equlvslent to that required by the 
performance and design end opereti& 
standards for other technologies in 
Table I. 0 2138.45, such that residual 
levels of hazerdous contaminants will 
not pose e hazard to human he&h and 
the environment absent subtitle C 
control. 

Todsy’s rule does not estsblish 
perfornxmce or design and operating 
etanderds for slagging HTMR hlrneces 
(other then the requirements inherent in 
the definition-a melting or smelting 
fwtace must melt mekds and extrnct 
the metals from debris) because 11 
nlagging furnace is likely to provide 
effective tre4tment for all contaminnnt6. 
except perhaps for chlorinated dioxin8 
es discussed below, end for nil dehrie 
types. 

For nonelegging (Le.. refining furnaces 
such as roasters) HTMH lornaccs. the 
rule ensures treatment of both motel end 
organic contaminants. First. the 
definition of HTMR furnaces requires 
that metals must be separated from the 
debris. Thus, not only will metels hc 
removed. hot temperatures hot enough 
to seperete metals from debris should 
“lso remove organic contsmlnsnts from 
the debris [with perhaps the exception 
of diodns. ee discussed below). Second, 
to help ensure that the HTMR “nit hits 
offectlvely rmnoved organic 
contaminants in the debris the rule 
requires that the residue be separated 
from the treated debris and that the 
separsted residue must meet the westc- 
specific treatment standards for the 
BDAT orgeoic conlaminants in the 
wwte contaminating the debris prior to 
further treatment. 

In addttion, the Agency is concerned 
that potentially extremely toxic 

contaminants may not be destroyed (or 
removed with the residue) to.levels thst 
would not pose e hazard to human 
health end the environment absent 
eubtitle C control. Consequently. if 
debris is contaminated with e dioxin- 
lieted w&to. HTMR is not BDAT for the 
dcbrle end the debris is not excluded 
from subtitle C efter trentmcnt unless 
the treater obtains epprovsl from the 
Director under en equivnlent technology 
demonstrntion provided by 8 2RR.42(b) 
for the design end opereting conditions 
of the IITMR ““It. The rule provides this 
restrictiorl for dioxin-listed WBRIU 
because of concern that if such 
contaminants romnlned undestroyed 
eve” et low concentrstions in the 
residue end were not complelely 
removed frown the treated debris. thal 
the debris could pose e health or 
environmental hazard ahseot eubtitl~: C 
control. 

(b) ‘Thermal Desorption. Thermel 
denorption la heating in en w~closed 
cti”mbcr under either oxidizing or 
nonoxidizing atmospheres et sufficianl 
operating temperature end residence 
time such that the contaminants subject 
to treatr-ent ere vaporized ad removed 
from the heating chamber in a geseous 
axhamt atreems.“~ The rule estnbliehcs 
opernting and perfonnsnce stundsrds 
end contaminsnt restrictions. nnd 
requires the treeter to make e 
dcmonstratlon of “Equivelent 
Technology” under 8 %30.42(b) to 
document that the technology treetu 
contaminants subject to treutment toe 
Iwel equivalent to that required by the 
performance end design end opernting 
stendnrds fur other technologies in 
Teble 1. 3 208.45. mzh thet residual 
levels of hazardous contaminnntn will 
riot pose e hazard to humen he&h end 
the rmvironmenl absent subtitle C 
co”lrol. 

The Agency attempted to develop 
objective trentment standnrda thnt 
would obviete the need for a” 
equivalency demonstration (see 
discussion ebove]. The Agency 
detonnined. however. that It we8 very 
diffimllt to estehlinh universal opernting 
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limits for the key operating parameters 
that affect treatment efficiency- 
temperature. residence time, size of 
porous debris, bed depth. and volatility 
of the contaminant-that would strike a 
bslance between ensuring treatment to 
minimum threat levels end establishing 
requirements that could grossly “ver- 
regulate in many situations. Rather. the 
Agency believes that operating 
requirements ten best be delermincd on 
R cese-by-case basis (Le.. under en 
cquivulent technology demonstration 
under B 26&42(b)) considering the 
paremeters listed above. In additioo, Iho 
Agency believes that the performance 
staoderd used for physical sod chemical 
extraction-treatment to a clean debris 
surface-is not practicable for thermal 
dosorption because treated debris 
surfaces will continue to have a dusting 
of residue after separntion of the debris 
from the residue by simple. physical or 
mechanical meens (unless water 
weshing is used). See discussion below 
regarding the requirement for seperation 
of debris from residue. 

The treatment standards for thermal 
desorption require, in addition to the 
case-by-case Agency approval of design 
nnd operating conditions, that 
haznrdous conteminants be vupcrized 
(by virtue of the definition of thermul 
desorption). and restricts the use of the 
technology for metal contsminants other 
than mercury (i.e.. thermal desorption is 
not BDAT for metals other then 
mcrcoryl. In additlcn. to help ensore 
extraction of contsminants from below 
the surface of porous debris, the rule 
establishes e maximum thickness (in 
one dimension) for porous debris of IO 
cm (4 inches).88 The 4 Inch maximum 
thickness limit is consistent with stetc- 
of-the-art practices. The restriction on 
met& other than mercury is provided 
because they ere not likely to be 
extracted from below the debris surface 
et normal dosorption temperatures and 
residence times. 

We note that we considered 
restricting the “se of thermal dcscrption 
for only porous debris that is 
contaminated with e metal other than 
mercury. We reaacned that motel 
contaminants In soil or waste on the 
surface of nonporous debris will be 
physically separated from the debris 
along with the soil or waste during or 
after dosorption. end thus e restriction 

would not be necessury. However, we 
ore also concerned about mot81 
contaminants that may remain on the 
surface of nonporous (and porous) 
debris after dosorption and after 
separstion of the treated debris from the 
residue. An example is e piece of steel 
contnminsted with 8 metal-bearing paint 
that c8”scs the steel to fail the TC. ‘The 
metal mey not be desorbed and the 
peint would nol be seperoted from the 
steel during the simple physical or 
mechanical separation of residue from 
debris. Although the steel would 
continue to feil the TC. it would hove 
been treeted to meet BDAT nnd could 
be land disposed in 8 subtitle C fncility. 
This is inconsistent with the Agency’s 
view that BDAT for e TC waste must 
cwse the weste to no longer exhibit the 
‘TC. 

The treatment stendard for thcrmel 
dosorption also requires separation of 
Ihe treeted debris from trentment 
residuals and 8ciL waste. or other 
nondebris material (collectively referred 
lo es residuels) beceuse reaidunls me 
subject to the trentment standards for 
the waste ccnteminuting Ihe debris. See 
divcussion in Section V.E. Not only will 
these residuals contain unvclatilized 
metals thei require further treutment. 
but the Agency is using the residue 
separnted from debris es a surrogate 
meens to ensure effective debris 
treatment. The rule achieves this 
objective by requiring that the residue 
separated from the treated debris must 
meet the waste-specific trcntment 
standards for organic compounds in the 
weste contsminating the debris. If the 
residue (prior to further treatment) does 
not meet applicable treetment standards 
for organic compounds, it is en 
indiceticn thet the dosorption process 
did not effectively extract the organic 
contaminants subject to treatment. 
Thus. the treatment is not BDAT. the 
treated debris is not excluded from 
subtitle C, end both the residues end the 
debris cannot be land disposed without 
further treatment. 

Separation of the desorbed debris 
from treatment residuals (Le., soil, 
waste, or other nondebris materials) 
must be accomplished “sing simple 
physical or mechanical means such es 
vibratory or trammel screens or water 
washing. Th6 separation process need 
not produce a “clean debris surface” 88 

88 discussed above, however: rather Ihe 
debris surface must be free of caked 
residuals or nondebris materials such as 
soil or waste. For example, debris need 
not be we~er weshed ofter trammel 
screening to remove dust from residuals 
or nondebris materiel. (Note that the use 
of water weshing to separate thermally 
desorbed debris from rcsidunls end 
nandebris mllterials need not comp!y 
with the Lrestmcnt stendards for wntw 
washing (e.g., treutment to 8 “clean 
debris surfucc”) bwxose the debris has 
elreedy been treated by en eltcrnativc 
technology.) 

c. Dcsln~clion Techmlogies. The 
Agency has identified two 
clessifications of destruction 
technologies: chemical destruction end 
thermal destruction. These lechnclcgics 
arc designed and operated to destroy 
hw.erdous contominanls on debriv 
surfaces nnd in surface pores. 

(1) Bicdcgrudetion. Biodegradolion is 
the removal of hazerdous contnminnntv 
from debris surfaces end surfece pore8 
in 8” aqueous solution and 
bicdegrudetion of orgenic or nonmetallic 
inorganic compounds (i.e.. inorganic8 
thut contain phosphorus. nitrogen, or 
sulfur) in units operated under either 
nercbic or snecrobic conditions. The 
rule establishes operating and 
performance standards end conleminnnl 
rcslrictions, and requires the trot&r 1” 
meke 8 demonstroticn of “Equivalent 
Technology” under 5 208.42(b) 1” 
document thut the technology tree& 
contaminonls subject to trestment to a 
level aquivnlsnt to that required by the 
performance end design end opereting 
standards for other technologies in 
Table I. 5 268.45, such that residue1 
Icvels of hazardous contamiosnte will 
not pose 8 hazard to hoFan heulth end 
the environment absent 8ubtiOe C 
control. 

The Agency &tempted to develop 
objective treatment standards that 
would obviate the need for 8” 
equivalency demonstration (see 
discussion above). The Agency 
determined. however. that it we8 very 
difficult to establish univcrssl operating 
limits for the key operating parameters 
that effect treatment efficiency--type of 
matrix contsminstlng the debris. 
biological proprieties of the 
contsminant, temperature. pH. treatment 
time, biomass doncentrstlon. moisture 
lev6l. and for aerobic biodegradation. 
oxygen concentration-that would 
strike a balance between ensuring 
treatment to minimum threat levels end 
establishing requirements that could 
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grossly over-regulate in meny situations. 
Rather, the Agency believes thst 
operating requirements ten best be 
determined on a case-by-case bosis (Le.. 
under an equivalent technology 
demonstration under 4 26&42(b)) 
considering the perameters listed above. 

In addition, the Agency believes that 
the performance standerd used for 
physical and chemical extrection- 
treetment to a clean debris surface-is 
not precticeble for biodegrudation 
beceuee treated debris surfeces ere 
likely to fail that standard even though 
organic contaminants may have been 
destroyed and metal contaminants may 
have been extracted. Further, the 
Agency could not identify e generic 
standard that would enaure effective 
treatment of orgenic contaminonta that 
mey be benath the surfece of porous 
debris. 

In addition to the requirement to meko 
en equivalency demonstration. the 
treatment stsnderda establish e 
maximum thickness (in one dimension) 
for porous debris of 1.2 cm (Yz inch.=’ 
These requirements will help ensure 
cxtrection of contaminants from below 
the surface of porous debris. 

The rule sls” restricts the we of 
biodegradation for metal contaminadts 
beceuee metals me not destroyed by the 
biomass [i.e., biodegradation Is not 
BDAT for metals). Further. the 
performance and design and operating 
standards would not ensure that 
undestroyed metal would partition to 
the biomass for treatment to the numeric 
standards for the waate~contaminating 
the debris. This is because the 
performance standard doen not require 
treatment to a “clean debris surfnce” ee 
discussed above. 8” that neither the 
performance standard nor the 
requirement to separate treated debris 
from residuals (see discussion below) 
would ensure that metal conteminnnts 
would partition to the residue. 

The treatment stsndsrd for 
biodegrsdation requires separation of 
the treated debris from treatment 
residuals (i.e.. soil. waste. or other 
nondebris material) became residuals 
ere subject to the humerical treetment 
stnndards for the weste contaminating 
the debris. See discussion in section V.E. 
Not only will these residuals contain 
metal contaminants thet require further 
trcstmcnt. but the Agency is using the 

residue separated fmti debris ae a 
surrogate meens to ensure effective 
debris treatment. Accordingly, the 
debrte treatment-standard else requires 
that the residue aeperated from the 
treated debris most meet the weste- 
specific treatment standard8 for organic 
compounds in the waste contaminating 
the dehrts prior to further treatment. If 
the residue [prior to further treatment) 
does not meet appliceble treatment 
standard8 fur organic compounds, it is 
an indication thet the biodegrsdstion 
process did not effectively destroy the 
organic contaminents subject to 
treatment. Thus, the treatment is not 
IWAT, treated debris Is not excluded 
from subtitle C. and both the residues 
nnd the debris cannot be land disposed 
without further treatment. 

Seperotion of the biodegraded debris 
from treatment residuals, soil, waste, or 
other nondebris materials (collectively 
referred to ee residuals end subject to 
the treatment stsndards for residuals) 
must be scoompliehed using simple 
physical or mechanical means such es 
vihretory or trammel screens “I water 
waohing. The separation process need 
not produce a “clean debrie surfece” ee 
discussed above, however: rather the 
debris surface mnet he free of caked 
biomess or nondebris materials such ee 
soil or waste.Por example, the we of 
water to waeh off the biomsss or other 
foreign matter from the debris after 
removal from the treatment process 
does not subject the debris to the 
treatment standards for water washing 
[e.g., treatment to a “clmxn debris 
surface”). This 18 because the debris has 
alreedy boenctreeted by an elternative 
technology. 

(2) Chemicsl Destruction. The rule 
estsblishes two chemical destruction 
technologies ee BDAT: Chemical 
oxidation end chemical reduction. 

(a) Chemical Oxidation. Chemical 
oxidetion is chemical or electolytic 
oxidation utilizing the following 
oxidation reagents (or waste reegents) 
or combination of reagents: 
tiypochlarite (e.g.. bleach): chlorine: 
chlorine dioxide; “zone or UV 
(ultraviolet light) assisted “zone; 
peroxides: persulfates; perchlorates; 
pennenganates; and/or other oxidizing 
reagents of equivalent destruction 
efficiency. Chemical oxidation 
specifically includes what Is referred to 
HB elkuline chlorination. 

The Agency was not able to develop 
objective performance or design and 
“perution stsndsrds because of the 
variety of oxidetion reagents that could 
be used end the variety of chemlcsl and 
physical properties of debris and 
hozsrdous contemlnents. In addition. 

the Agency b&even that the 
performance standard used for phyeicai 
and chemical extraction-twatment to e 
clean debrts surface-is not precticable 
for chemicaloxidation because treated 
debris surfaces are likely to fail that 
standard even though organic 
contaminants may have been destroyed 
end mate1 contsminsnts mey hew been 
extracted. Further, the Agency could not 
identify a generic standard thst would 
enewe effective treatment of organic 
contaminants that may be beneath the 
surface of porous debris. Consequently. 
the primary treatment standard for 
chemical oxidation requires die treater 
to make e demonstration of “Equivalent 
Technology” under 5 268.42(b) to 
document that the technology trents 
contsminents subject to treatment toe 
level equivalent to that required by the 
performance end design and opereting 
stenderds for other technologies in 
Table I, g 2138.45. such that residual 
levels of hazardous conteminnnts will 
not pose e hazard to human he&h end 
the environment absent subtitle C 
control. See disntssion ebove. 

The rule else restricts the use of 
chemicsl oxidation for metal 
contamlnents because metals are not ’ 
destroyed by the chemical rengents [i.e.. 
cbemicsl oxidstioh is not BDAT for 
metals). Further, the performnnce end 
design end operating standards would 
not enanre that undestroyed metal 
would partition to the residue for 
treatment to the numeric standards for 
the waste conteminating the debris. This 
is because the performance etanderd 
does not require treatment to 8 “clean 
debris surface” 88 discussed shove. 8” 
that neither the performance standard 
nor the requirement to separate treetcd 
debris from residuals (see discussion 
below) would ensure thet metal 
contaminants would oertition to the 
residue. 

In nddition. to help en.wre effective 
treatment, the treetment stnndsrd 
requires that porous debris--brick, 
cloth, concrete. paper, pavement, rock. 
end wood-cennot hevc a thickness 
exceeding 1.2 cm (% inch) sR prior to 
treatment to en*“m effective treatment 
of conteminsnts absorbed beyond the 
debris surface. 

Finally, the rule requires that the 
trcoted debris must be sepersted from 
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treatment residues. end thet such 
seperated residue must meet the wsste- 
specific treatment standards for organic 
compounds for the waste contaminating 
the debris. See discussion above for 
ratlonale and information on how this 
provision works. 

(b) Chemical Reduction. Chemical 
reduction is e chemical reaction utilizing 
the following reducing resgents (or 
waste reagents] or a combination of 
reagents: Sulfur dioxide: sodium, 
potassium, or alkali salts of sulfites, 
bisulfites, end metabisulfites, end 
polyethylene glycols (e.g.. NaPEG and 
KPEG]; sodium hydrosulfide: ferrous 
salts; and/or other reducing reagents of 
equivalent efficiency. The treetment 
standards for chemical reduction ere 
identical to those for chemical oxidation 
because the technologies ere based on 
similar chemicsl reactions. 

(3) Thermal Destruction. Thermel 
destruction is treatment in en 
incinerator operating in accordance with 
subpart 0 of pert 2134 or 285, e b,oUer or 
industrial furnace operating in 
eccordence with subpart H of part 288, 
or other thermal treatment unit operated 
in accordance with subpart X. pert 264 
(permit standards) or subpart P, part 265 
(interim ststus standards]. 

As noted above inthe discussion of 
treatment standards for thermal 
dosorption, e thermal desorber is 
regulated either es en incinerator (if the 
device is direct-fired or if the off-gas is 
burned in en afterburner) under subpart 
0 of part 264 or 265, or es a thermal 
treatment unit under subpart X. part 284 
or subpart P, part 285. To distinguish 
between thermal desorption and thermal 
destruction (for which seperate debris 
treatment standards ere provided) for 
purposes of complying with this rule, the 
primary purpose of thermal desorption 
is to volatilize contaminants and to 
remove them from the treatment 
chamber for subsequent destruction or 
treatment. The definition of thermal 
destruction in Table I. g 2~38.45. 
specifically excludes thermal desorbers. 

Today’s rule requtres that treatment 
residuals be separated from the debris 
end restricts the use of thermal 
destruction [i.e., thermal treatment is not 
BDAT) for inorganic debris 
conteminated with e metal other than 
mercury. In addition, if debris is 
contamlnsted with e dioxin-listed 
waste, thermal destruction is not BDAT 
end the trested’debris is not excluded 
from subtitle C unless the treater makes 
en “Equivalent Technology” 
demonstrstion to the Agency under 
II zt%.42[b) that documents that the 
technology treete contaminants subject 
to treetinenl to e level equivalent to that 
required by the performance end design 

and operating standards for other 
technologies in Table 1. 5 238.45, such 
that residual levels of hazardous 
contaminants will not pose e hazard to 
human health and the environment 
absent subtitle C control. (Note es 
discussed below that these restrictions 
do not apply to vitrification.) 

Given that thermal destruction uses 
substantially higher temperatures and 
often longer residence times then 
thermal desorption, the Agency believes 
that thermal destruction will destroy all 
but the most toxic hazardous nonmetal 
contaminants to minimum threet levels. 
Although metal contsminents will not be 
destroyed, metal contaminants in 
organic debris (e.g.. wood, paper) will be 
removed from the treated debris. Metals 
in organic debris will partition to the 
residue (i.e.. the material resulting from 
treatment that remains subject to 
numerical treatment atsndards) beceuso 
the organic debris will be destroyed. 
Given that the treatment standards 
require separation of treated debris from 
the residue. the metals from: the organic 
debris will partition to the residue for 
subsequent treatment to the wnste- 
specific treatment standards for the 
waste contaminating the debris.ss Thus, 
only metals contaminating inorganic 
debris (e.g., concrete, bricks) may 
remain untreated if they ere not 
volatilized. To ensure treatment of such 
metals, the rule restricts the use of 
‘thermal destruction (Lo., thermnl 
treatment is not BDAT) for inorganic 
debris contaminsted with e metal other 
then the highly volatile mercury. 

The treatment standards also require 
that the residue separated from the 
treated debris must meet the weste- 
specific treatment standards for the 
BDAT organic contaminants in the 
waste contaminating the debris prior to 
further treatment. This will help ensure 
that the thermal destruction unit has 
effectively destroyed organic 
contaminants in the debris. 

In addition, the Agency is concerned 
that extremely toxic contaminants mey 
not be destroyed (or removed with the 
residue) to levels that would not pose e 
hazard to human health end the 
environment absent subtitle C control. 
Consequently. if debris is contaminated 
with e dioxin-llsted waste, incineration 
is not BDAT for the debris end the 
debris Is not excluded from subtitle C 

.sfter treatment unless the treater 
obtains approval from the Director of 

the design and operating conditions of 
the thermal destruction unit. We 
considered applying this restriction only 
to porous, inorgunic debris under the 
reasoning that the contaminants in 
dioxin-listed waste would partition to 
the residue for nonporous debris (e.g.. 
metal] and organic. porous debris (e.g.. 
wood). We were concerned, however. 
that if such contaminants remained 
undestroyed even at low concentretions 
in the residue and were not completely 
removed from the treated debris. thet 
the debris could pose e be&h or 
environmental husard absent subtitle C 
control. Given thet the requirements for 
scparotion of residue end treated debris 
do not require e “clean debris surface” 
but, rather altow e dusting of residue to 
remain on the debris, we believe that it 
is prudent to esteblish this restriction on 
dioxin-listed waste. 

Finally, we note that vitrificetion is e 
type of thermal destruction end thut the 
rule estnbliehes special (Lo., reduced] 
requirements for vitrification. Although 
the Agency classified vitrification es 
both thermal destruction and en 
immobilization technology at proposul 
(57 FR 1036), the A~UICY believes that 
the reguletion is more oesily understood 
if vitrification is classified only es 
thermal destruction with appropriate 
consideration given to the feet thut 
vitrification heats the debris to 
extremely high temperatures resulting in 
the formation of nonasbestiform glass. 
The fact that vitrification transforms 
debris into e glass-like residue is the 
besis for the special requirements 
established for vitrification: (1) The 
restriction on metal contominsnts for 
porous, inorgenic debris does not apply: 
end (2) the requirement for Agency 
approval of design end operating 
conditions to treat dobris contaminated 
with dioxin-listed waste does not apply. 
Nonetheless. the vitrified residue. like 
all debris treatment residue, is subject to 
the waste-specific treetmont standards 
for the wsste contaminating the debris. 

d. Immobilization Technologies. The 
Agency has identified three 
immobilization technologies es BDAT 
for hazardous debris: 
mscroencspeulation. 
microencapsulation, end sealing. 
fmmobilised debris must be land 
disposed in e subtitle C facility: ‘O it is 
not excluded from subtitle C regulation 
because the contaminants have not been 
destroyed or removed but rather 
contained Indefinitely. Today’s rule 
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establlshes only general, nonobjective 
performance standards for these 
technologies rather then the more 
prescriptive standards that were 
proposed (57 FR 1@%1038) because. 
based on public comment end the 
Agency’e’re-evaluation, Ihe Agency is 
concerned that the proposed 
prescriptlve~,etsndards may be overly 
restrictive (Le., by requiring conditions 
that are more then necessary to ensure 
lmmobilizetlon prior to subtitle% 
matiagement] 4’ in earna cases.end 
Ineffective in others. Npnetheloss. the 
Agency believes that the p 

,a 
rformoncc 

standards promulgated WI 
substsntially reduce the likelihood of 
migration of hazardous constituenta 
from the debris ee required by RCRA 
section 3004(m)(1). 

(a) Macroencepsulation. 
Macroencspsulatlon is the application 
of surface coating materiels such es 
palymerlc organics (e.g.. resins and 
plnstics) or the use of e jacket of inert 
inorganic materiels to substantially 
reduce surface exposure to potential 

: leeching media. The treatment stundard 
requires that the encapsulating msterlsl 
must completely encapsulate the debris 
(Le.. the encapsulant must completely 
surround the debris and be unbroken). 
Further, the encapsulating meteriel musl 
be reelslent to degradation by the debris 
and its contsmlnsnte end materiels into 
which It may come into contact after 
placement (leechato, other waste. 
microbes) to ensure that the likcllhood 
of migrstlon of toxic contaminants has 
been substsntislly reduced. 

(b] Microencapsulation. 
Microencapsulation 1s atabilizetion of 
the debria with the following reagents 
(or wasto reagents) such that the 
leachabillty of the hazardous 
contaminants is reduced: Portland 
cement; or lime/pozzolans (e.g., fly ash 
end cement kiln dust). Reagents (e.9.. 
iron salts, silicates. end clays) may be 
added to enhance the setjcuro time 
and/or compressive strength. or to 
reduce the leachability of the hazardous 
constituents. The performance standard 
for microencapsulation requires that the 
leachability of the hazardous 
contaminants must be reduced. 

We note that the proposed rule would 
have prohibited the presence of free 
liquids in the microencepsulated debris. 
Today’s rule does not provide this 
explicit prohibition because free liquids 
are prohlbltcd from land disposal 
facilities under existing requirements- 
% 264.314 or 265.314. 

If the treatgr reduces the particle size 
of debris to make it amenable to 
microencepsulstion so that the debris no 
longer meets the 60 nun mintmum 
particle size limit for debris, eucb 
mstorlsl is subject to the waste-specific 
trontment standards for the waste 
contaminating the material, unless the 
debris has been clesned and sepsretod 
from conteminated eoil and waste 
before size reduction. This is consistent 
with the Agency’s poaition that material 
with e particle size lees then 90 nun is 
emenable to conventional treatment for 
6roceee waste and small perticlo-sized 
materiel (i.e., es appoaed to large debris 
objects] end thst such material can be 
reasonably sampled for enalysis to 
document compliance with the 
concontmtion-based treatment 
standards for the waste contaminating 
the materiel. 

If the debris has been cleaned and 
separated from contaminated soil end 
hazardous waste ‘*before size 
reduction, the material remains 
classified as debris subject to today’s 
treatment standards even if it no longer 
has e 90 nun particle size. The Agency 
believes that cleaning end separation of 
contaminated sail end hazardous waste 
will substantially reduce the 
concentretlon of toxic constituents such 
that, upon mlcroencspsuletlon end 
placement in e subtitle C unit, the toxic 
constituents should not pose e hsznrd to 
human health end the environment. 

The level of cleaning end separation 
that Is required is the eeme es required 
for separation of treatment residue from 
treeted debris. See Note 9 to Table 1, 
8 268.45. Ate minimum, simple physicul 
or mecbsnicsl methods must be used 
such es vib>etory or trammel screening 
or water washing. The debris surface 
need not be cleaned to e “clean debris 
aurfece” ee defined in Table 1; rather. 
the surfece must be free of caked soil. 
waste. or other nondebris mnterial. 
Nondebris matoriale so separated ere 
subject to the wsste-specific trentment 
etenderds for the waste contanlinating 
the material. 

(c) Sealing. Seeling is the spplicstion 
of an approprinto material which 
sdheree tightly to the debris surface to 
avoid exp&e of the surface to 
potential leeching media. When 
necessary to effectively seal the surfeco, 
sealing entails pretreatment of the 
debris surface to remove foreign matter 
end to clean and roughen the surfece. 
Sealing materiels include epoxy, 

silicone, and urethane compounds: paint 
mey not be used ee e seslant. 

The performance standard requires 
that the sealing muat be performed to 
avoid exposure of the debris surface to 
potential leeching media-that is. the 
sealant must completely enclose the 
debris. Further, the sealant must be 
resistant to degredetion by the debris 
and its conteminants and materiels into 
which it mny come Into contact after 
placement (leacheta. other wosto, 
microbes) to ensure that the likelihood 
of migretion of toxic contaminants bee 
been substsntially roducod. 

a. Changes to the Proposed Rule. In 
addition to the changes from propose1 
discuesed above. today’s final rule 
greatly simplifies presentation of the 
trootmont standards. Proposed Teble 1 
(indicating by YES or NO which 
tcchnolagles would be BDAT for which 
debris types when apocific conten~inent 
categories were present) and Teblc 2 
(classifying contaminants by category) 
era not promulgated. Nonetheless, the 
final rule will operete essentially ee the 
Agency had intended for the proposal 
rule. Rather then explicitly identifying 
acceptable technology/debris/ 
contaminant combinstlons in two tebles 
end providing the performance or design 
end operating standards in e third table 
ee proposed, the fine1 rule establishes 
the treatment standards in a single 
table-Table 1 of % 298.45. Nat only WBY 
the proposed approach confusing, but 
proposed Tublo 1 forced unintended 
c”nsequences. 

Proposed Teblo 1 would have 
prohibited the uee of particular 
technologies to treat certein debris typos 
contaminated with cortuin hazerdons 
constituents. In most 68888. the 
proposed prohibition wes besed on the 
imprecticebility of applying the 
technology to tho debris type rather thn” 
e determination ee to whether the 
technology would effectively treat the 
debris if it WRS (or could be) applied. An 
example is the proposed prohibition on 
using nbrovive blasting for paper. cloth. 
rubber. and plastic. The Asaucy hes 
determined that abrasive blasting 
should ho ellowod for these types of 
debris because they may be mixed with 
debris thut is amenable to tbo 
technology end would be converted to n 
treatment residue. An example is e steel 
I-heum thnt has paper labels on it. If 
abrasive blusting wes used to treat the I- 
beam, the nerformance standards would 
ensure that the psper lehels becnme pert 
of the treatment residuul subject to the 
treatment standard for the waste 
contamineting the debris. 

We note. however, that depending on 
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trentment end the technology selected to 
treat the debris. more than one 
treatment technology may be required to 
meet the standarda. For example, if 
water washing wea used ee en 
extraction technology fore porous 
debris (e.g., concrete) with e 
contaminant subject to treatment thst 
WLW not soluble to et IeM 5% by weight 
in the water solution. enother 
technology (e.g.. thermal desarptiou) 
must be used to treat that contaminant. 

in summary. today’6 fine1 rule uses the 
definition of the techu”l”gy. the 
performance or design and operating 
standsrda. and the contaminant 
restrictions provided by Table I of 
5 288.45 to ensure effective treetment of 
huzardous debris. 
i;. Treatment of Characterintic Uebris 

EPA proposed that debris that 
exhibits H cheractcristic of ignitability or 
reuctivity. or thut is contamineted with 
wnstes that are ignitable. reactive. or 
corrosive. he treeted to deactivate the 
waste. See 57 FR 1021. The Agency 
solicited comment on the question of 
whether such debris should also be 
treated for all Appendix VIII 
constituents that could reasonably be 
expected to be contaminating the debris 
(see 57 FR Q6+85). aud whether simple 
dilution should be allowed ~8 e meen8 
of achieving deactivation, id. et Qgo. 

In the third third final rule, EPA 
cvtnblished deactivation e8 e treatment 
stsndnrd for certain ignitsble. corrosive. 
end reactive wantes. and allowed 
dilution e8 e means of achieving this 
standard. In large part, this we8 due to 
the en”rm”u8 diversity of wsates 
exhibiting these charecteristics and the 
difficulty of ascerteining the existence 
or extent of contaminetion not 
attributable to the characteristic 
property itself for this enormously 
disparate group of wastes. see 55 FR 
22654. These concerns ere less aPperent 
for debris exhibiting ignitability or 
reactivity, or contaminated with 
ignitable, corrosive or reactive we&x. 
because there appears to be much less 
of it (almost no debris could be 
ignitable, given that most ignitable 
wastes must be liquid8 (see $ z~I.zI(~)~ 
(I) end (2)). none Is cormslve (only 
liquids ten be corrosive wastes). end 
also because B large proportion of debris 
would likely be contamineted with 
hazardous constituenta because most 
hazardous debris come8 from 
remediation sites. Id. ~1885. 

Most commentem opposed requiring 
treatment for specific hazardous 
contaminants. They aleo urged the! sll 
dilution be allowed ee e form of 
treatment. Some cmnmenters argued 
that this reeult waa compelled by the 

statute. (This issue is presently aweiting 
decision by A panel of the District of 
Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals.) 
Others expressed concern with the 
practicnl difficulties inherent in 
sampling for hezardous constituents. or 
“therwise ascertaining their presence. 

After considering the record. the 
Agency hes decided to sdopt the eeme 
trentment stendarda for ignitable. 
coiTosive. or reactive ([CR) debris as for 
other hazardous debris because ICR 
debris ia just es likely to be 
contaminated with hazardous 
constituents. See 55 FR 22654. (EPA will 
subcetegnrize ICR wastes and develop 
specific treatment standards. rather than 
allowing all types of dilution es 
treatment when e specific toxicity threat 
is eppsrcnt.) We ere adopting e 
treatment standard of deactivation for 
these wastea but are requiring thut the 
standard be achieved by use of the 
treatment methods adopted for other 
debris, unless the generator or treater 
demonstrates to the Agency that the 
debris does not contain toxic 
constituents. See discussion on 
codification of the contained-in principle 
above in Section V.6.Z.b. (If necessary. 
petitioner8 could also meke en 
equivelency demonstration under 
p zt!%42[b) if they wish to treat by some 
means other than one of the methods set 
out in the rule.) This will result in 8ome 
treatment of hazardous constituents that 
are present, rether than allowing simple 
dilution to be used. (Many treatment 
methods for debris involve some type of 
dilution, end ere permissible under 
today’s rule. The effect &today’s rule is 
to prohibit dilution other than thst 
occurring 88 e result of e deslgnsted 
treatment method. An exampIe of 
impermissible dilution could be packing 
igniteble, corrosive, or reactive debris in 
sand.) In addition, the types of concerns 
voiced by the Agency in the third third 
rule against adopting this type. of 
standard for all ignitable. corrosive. and 
reactive wastes are not present for 
debris. The Agency is not requiring 
Identification of hazardous 
contaminants that may be present. a8 
proposed. in pert due to the practical 
concerns voiced by commenters. in pert 
because the Agency is not adopting this 
approach for other debris. end because 
most of the treatment methods will 
provide come treatment of moat if not all 
hazardous contaminants. 

EPA ia not providing the option of 
treating by existing treatment standard8 
for these wastes. This is because the 
existing treatment standard for most 
ignitable. corras~ve. or resctive wastes 
can be achieved by desstlvetion 
involving any type of dllutton. Since this 
is the very result that the Agency is 

seeking t” avoid. EPA Is indicating in 
the rule that this option i8 not aveilable 
for this one class of debris. 

EPA noted et proposel that special 
rules would be needed for debris thnt is 
rexlive due to presence of cyanide in 
order that cyanide by treated 
edequutely. See 57 FR 990. We nre 
adopting this approech in the final rule 
Any such debris must therefore he 
trestcd by one of the specified 
Icchnologics for which the treatment 
ntandards can be achieved for cyanide. 
In eddition. any residues of such 
treatment mnynot be disposed until 
cyenide is treated to level8 established 
in existing Table CCW of g 268.43 (the 
treatment stendard for waste that is 
reactive because of cyanide). This 
cnpprouch is consistent with thot edoptcd 
for reactive cyanide wastes in the third 
third rule end should ensure that the 
cyanide known to be present is treuted 
adcquetely before land disposnl. 
7. Special Requirements for Inherently 
Ilszerdous Debris 

The proposed rule also considered the 
regulatory status of debris that Is itself 
hezardous because it is fabricated with 
toxic constituent& Because such debris 
will continue to exhibit’the toxicity 
chnracteristic after treatment by en 
extrnction or destruction technology. 
today’s rule requirea treatment by an 
immobilization technology to reduce the 
likelihood of migration of hazardous 
contaminants. See 0 288.45(b)(4). 
Examples ere lead pipe, or refractory 
brick containing chromium. See 57 FR 
LMO. (This debris is referred to in this 
prcsmble discussion 88 “inherently 
hezardous debris”.] Such debris can 
also be contaminated with listed westes. 
In the proposed rule, the Agency 
discussed how the land disposal 
restrictions would apply if such debris 
were disposed of, end also indicated 
thnt en alternative for much of this 
debris would be to recycle It a8 scrsp 
metsl. in which CBBC en exiettng 
regulatory exemption could apply. id. 
EPA also solicited comment on whet 
stendards should apply to residuee from 
treating inherently hazardous debris 
and also requested comment on whether 
there were situations when 
immobilizetibn would not be an 
appropriate tratment technology for 
such debris. Id., at a 28 end 9WSl. 

The Agency is easentiaUy edqtiqj 
the proposed approach in the final rule. 
However, some of the iesuee railed in 
the proposal require additionsl 
clsrifi&ion which ia provided below. 

a. Inherently Hazmdous Debris that 
Is Dispmed. When recycling of 
inherently hazardous debris is not 
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practicable end it la to be disposed. 
today’s rule requires treatment by en 
immobilization technology to reduce the 
likelihood of migration of hazardous 
contaminants, followed by disposal in H 
subtitle C fncility. In response to 
commentera’ concerns about the need 
for size reduction for immobilization. we 
note that the treatment stendards for 
macroencapsulation end sealing msy be 
achieved in 8onwce1les without Rize 
reductions.‘l3 

A number of commentem questioned 
whether eny treetmont wns needed to 
he performed on inherently hazurdous 
debris or whether il could simply be 
dispotled directly. The statute forecloses 
thet option. Section 3004(m)(l) indicutes 
that the Agency is to establish “Icvel~ OJ 
methods of treatment. if any” which 
substuntially reduce weste toxicity and 
Imobility end minimize threats. If there 
ure not such methods. the situation EPA 
holieve8 contempluted by the clause “if 
any” in section 3004(m). the waste 
cunnot be land disposed. See section 
3004 Id]. (cl. and (g]: 888 else API v. 
PA, QOB F. Zd 728.738 (DC. Cir. lWu\ 
(use of compurstive risk ossessmont to 
compare safety of treatment methods 
Lersus land disposul of untreated 
wastes is “nneccsery yiven that the 
slatutc forecloses lend disposal es en 
option]. Thus, 8orne treatment of 
inherenUy hnzardous debriB ie needed in 
order for it to be land disposed. Aa 
indicalcd ebove. the Agency believcn 
that such methods exist (i.e., 
immobilization). 

If inherently hazordoua debris is ulso 
contsminatcd with listed wsstes. then 
that wnste also must be treated by one 
of the prescribed treatment methods, the 
stmx approach edopted for all other 
debris. Note that the contaminants in 
the waste contaminating the debris need 
not be treeted prior to immobilizetion of 
the debris if the performencc standerds 
for the immobilization technology ten 
be achieved without such prior 
tre”tme”t. 

Residues from treating inherently 
huzerdous debris would not require 
furthor treetment unless the residues 
id80 exhibited e prohibited hazardous 
weste cherscteristic. However, if the 
inherently hezerdous debris is 
contaminated with e listed waste. 
residues from treating the debris would 
romein subject to the numericnl 
standurds eppllcnble to thst listed 
waste. Furthermore, if the debris were 
treated first to remove or destroy the 
listed weste (Le., treated hy en 
cxtrxtion or destruction technology 

prescribed in today’s rule) and 
subsequently treated again by 
immobiliztltion due to it8 inherent 
content. the Agency would not consider 
the debris to be contaminated any 
longer with a listed wsste;since the 
initial trestment would have removed or 
dentroyed it. Thus. any residue8 from 
subsequent immobilization would not be 
subject to treatment standards unless 
those residues exhibited e 
charscteriatic. For example. if lead pipe 
contaminsled with listed solvents we8 
first treated to remove the solvent end 
then treated to immobilize the lead. only 
residuea from removing the solvent 
would hew to meet the numerical 
solvent treatment standards. This 
npproech mirrors that adopted for ell 
other hezardous debris. 

proposed rule of demolition of e building 

b. Inherently tlmnrdous Uebris thaf 
Is Scra/, Metal and Is Recycled. EPA’s 
rulev provide for en exemption from 
regulation for screp metal that is 
recycled. See 8 201,6[e)[3)(iv); scrsp 
metal is defined et 5 213l.l(c](a]. EPA 
consequently indicated et proposal thet 
the land disposal prohibitions would not 
apply to inherently hazardous debris 
that we8 slso scrap metal being 
recycled. EPA adheres to that approach. 
which simply restates current rules (end 
wus not reopened for reconsideration). 
The only obligation for generators 
handling such sorsp metal is to keep e 
record of the screp end its subsequent 
disposition or recycling by metal 
rcclnmation. See $ z~&7(a)(6). If the 
scrap metal is “Iso contomin”ted with 
listed weste. the exemption continues to 
“pply since the material would still meet 
the regulatory definition of scrap metal. 
Ilowever, “ny residue8 from proceeslng 
the waste would rcmaln hazardous by 
the derived from rule, and would require 
treatment to meet the standard for that 
listed waste before It could be land 
disposed. Thus, persons treating such 
wrsp metal would become hazardous 
w&e gcnerstors. and wo”ld also incur 
renponaibilities under the land diaposel 
restriction rules (see @ 268.7(s] (1) end 
(2)). As explnined In the previous 
section, however, If the scrop metal 
were to be treated first bye prescribed 
removal or destruction technology, it 
would no longer be considcred.to be 
contuminated with s~llsted waste, end 
any residues generated subsequently 
would not be hazardous watltea unless 
they exhibited e hazardous waste 
characteristic. Thus. it may be 
advantageous to srrsnge for 
pretreatment of contamlnsnts before 
this type of acrep metal is recycled. 

c. Status of Stoinlcss Steel Debris. 
The Agency provided en example In the 

contnining stainless steel fixtures and 
indicated that if e representative sample 
of the demolition debris exhibited e 
characteristic debris would be 
hazardous waste. The Agency noted 
thst~stsinless steel could also be 
removed before demolition and 
mensged separately. perhaps by 
recycling it ~8 scrap metal. See 57 FA 
030 

In providing this exnmple. the Agency 
wes not stating that discerded stainless 
steel srtifacts ere heznrdous westc6. 
end in fact hns “p information indiceting 
thst such material& much less 
demolition debris conteining small bila 
of stainless steel, would exhibit a 
churecteristic. Although it may be 
worthwhile (for environmental end 
economic re”son8) to remove mete1 
urtifucts for recycling rather than 
dentroying them when demolition 
occurs. todey’s rule does not mandate 
uny such conduct. 

0. Rclntionship of.the TSCA PCB Rules 
to Today’s Rule 

As proposed, the final rule requires 
that hazerdous debris that 16 also e 
waste PCB under 40 CFR pert 781 must 
comply with both the applicable PCB ’ 
icquiremcnts and today’s debris 
treatment stnndarde, by satisfying the 
more stringent applicable requirements. 

The trestment sttmdurds for 
hazerdous debris slso apply to debris 
contaminated with both PCBs and 
RCRA hszurdous wnstcs. See 
B 200,45(a)[S). This is consistent with the 
approach taken in the third third final 
rule. See 55 FR 22678 [june 1,1990]. 
Debris treated to today’s performence 
standards by en extraction or 
destruction technology (end thet does 
not exhibit e hazardods chkracteristic) 
remains subject only to TSCA rules 
because it is excluded from subtitle C 
regulation. whereas debris treated by en 
immobilization technology remains 
aubjcct to applicable requirementn 
under both statutes. 

Under the Toxic Substsnccs Control 
Acl (TSCA), disposal of debris 
contaminated with PCBs is rcgultlred 
under 40 CFR 761.00. In addition. 
disposal of debris mid materiels 
resulting from the cleanup pf certain 
PCB spills i8 subject to the PCB Spill 
Cleanup Policy, es provided under 40 
CFR 761.125. 

9. Reletionship of Existing Agency 
Stendards for Asbestos to Today’s Rule 

debris subject to standards for eebestoe 

As proposed, the Agency is today 
requiring that the treatment standards 
for hezsr+ous debris “Jso apply to 
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under OSHA, TSCA, and NESIiAPs.‘* 
EPA acknowledges that many of the 
treatment technologies specified in 
todey’s rule for hazardous debris would 
not be practicable for asbestos debris 
because of the potential for occupational 
exposure or environmental release of 
asbestos. However, the Agency believes 
thst several technologies could be used 
to treat hazardous debris in compliance 
with the spplicable OSHA, NEStiAPs. 
und TSCA by using filtration devices on 
uir end water emissions to control 
asbestos-water.wsshing and spraying; 
liquid phase solvent extraction: vapor 
phase solvent extrsction: 
biodegradation: chemical oxidation: 
chemicel reduction: end 
macroencapsulation. 

The Agency considered the argument 
mede by severe1 commenters that 
asht!stos-contaminated hazerdous 
debris end hazardous debris 
eontamineted with asbestos should be 
managed according to existing EPA end 
OSHA reguletions (i.e.. bugging] and 
placing the bagged material in a subtitle 
C facility. The Agency egrees with the 
commsnters thet, if bagging meets the 
performance standsrd for 
macroencnpsulation. such debris may 
then be disposed of in a subtitle C 
fecility. 
IO. Special Reqnir&nen1s for 
Radioactive Debris 

The Agency is todny requiring that 
hazardous debris that is subject to 
rekulations under the Atomic Energy Act 
(AEAI beceuae of its rndioactivity [i.e.. 
mixed waste] is also subject to today~‘s 
debris treetment stondards.*s This is 
consistent with the Agency’s regulation 
of the waste thet is contaminating the 
debris-if e pmhihited waste is also a 
mixed waste. it is nonetheless subject to 
the treatment standards for the weste. 

Commenters expressed concern that 
the treatment of certain radioactive 
mixed weste debris may pose en 
unrensoneble risk to human he&h and 
the environment due to the rsdiologicel 
nature of the wsste. The Agency 
understands commenters’ concerns but 
believes that lhere ia sufficient 
flexibility in the debris treetment 
standards to enable generators .or 
treaters to select e technology that will 

effectively treat the hazardous 
contaminsnts without posing en 
unreasonable risk to human health and 
the environment because of the 
radiological nature of the weste. 
Il. Documentation of Compliance With 
the Treatment Standards 

When hazardous debris is treated to 
today’s treatment standards, trsalers 
must comply with the applicable residue 
enslysis. notification. certification. end 
recordkeeping end requirements of 
revised g 288.7. In todey’wrule. the 
Agency has revised several paragraphs 
in 5 288.7 and added one paragraph to 
nccommodate hazardous debris. 

Puregraph (e)(l) is revised tu require 
generators who ship their hazardous 
debris toe storage or treatment fecility 
to provide a notice thet includes the 
information alreedy required for 
restricted wnstes as well es e listing of 
the conteminents subject to treatment. 
This will assist the treater in 
determining which treatment technology 
Is appropriute for the debris. In addition, 
the notice must inform the’treater that 
the debris is subject to (Le., eligible for) 
the alternative treatment stander& of 
Table 1; 8 208.45. 

Paragraph (a)(Z) is revised to exempt 
generators of htlzardous debris who 
obtain a determinelion from the Agency 
thot the debris does not contain 
hazardous waste (see 6 ~6~3[e)(z)) from 
the notification requirements of that 
paregraph for facilities receiving the 
shipment. Given that such debris is no 
longer hezardous w&e. the notification 
requirement is not necessary. 

Paragraph (a)(3) is revised to require 
geners(ors whose restricted hazardous 
debris is not yet prohibited debris 
(because of. for example, the capacity 
veriance discussed in section V.G 
below) to provide e notice that includes 
the information already required for 
restricted wastes es well es a listing of 
the contsminsnta subject to treatment 
end a statement that the debris is 
subject to (i.e., eligible for) the 
alternative treatment standards of Table 
1. 0 288.45. See discussion above for the 
rationale for requiring that this 
additional information be submitted to 
the receiving facility. 

Peragreph (a)(4) is revised to exempt 
generators who treat their debris by one 
of the technologies specified in Table 1, 
D 288.45. from the waste analysis 
requirements of that paregraph. As 
discussed elsewhere in today’s notice, 
the debris treatment standards are 
technology-specified standards rather 
than numerical concentration standards. 
Thus, analysis of the debris Is generally 
no1 necessary (except IO determine 

where kntrwledgs about the debris is not 
available whether the debris exhibits a 
characteristic of hazardous waste]. 

Paragraph (b)(4) is revised to exempt 
fscilities that treat hazardous debris so 
that it is excluded from the definition of 
heznrdous weste under 9 281.3(e) (i.e.. 
debris treated by en extraction or 
destruction technology provided by 
Tshle I. g 288.45. and dehris that the 
Agency has determined does not contain 
hxardous waste) from the notificetion 
requirements of that paragraph. 
Paregraph (h)(4) requires Irestern of 
prohibited waste to notify the land 
disposal facility receiving each shipment 
of wnste of information including the 
treetmertt stundards applicable tn the 
waste. We revised this requireml,nt 
because nntificetion of receiving 
facilities is not necessnry for debris thnt 
is excluded from subtitle C regulation. 
We note, however, that treeters of 
excluded debris are subject to the new 
notification (to EPA] end &rtificution 
requirements provided by parngreph (d), 
es discussed below. 

Paragraph (b)(5) is revised to exempt 
facilities thnt trset hazardous debris so 
thst it is excluded from the definition of 
hazardous wnste under g XXt(c) from 
the certification requirements of that 
peregroph. Such fncilitics ure subject to 
the new certification requiremenls, 
however, provided by porngraph Id). as 
discussed below. 

Finally, perugraph (d] is added to 
subject generotors end treaters who first 
claim that their debris is excluded from 
the definition of hazardous waste under 
$ i!fi~(e) to notification und 
certiticntion requirements. Such 
generators end tresters ere required to 
submit to EPA a one-time notice 
identifying the name and address of the 
subtitle D fecility receiving the excluded 
debris, e description of the debris before 
treetment (i.e., es-gcnersted], end, if the 
debris is excluded because It wes 
treated by en extraction or destruction 
technology specified in Table 1, 0 260.46 
(i.e., it is not excluded es a result of e 
contained-in determination), the 
treetment technology used. The Agency 
will use this Information for enforcement 
purposes. Not only will the notification 
identify those facilities that claim that 
hnzardous debris is excluded from 
regulation, but the Information on the 
type of debris treated and the 
technology used will enable the Agency 
to establish e priority for Inspections 
taking into account how difficult it mey 
be to treat the debris to the performance 
and design and operating standards 
with the selected technology. 

In addition, for debris treated by e 
technology specified In Table 1, 8 28845 
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[I.E.. debris not excluded as e result of e 
contetued-in determination). the treater 
muat document end c&rtify compliance 
with the treatment standards specified 
in Table I. The rule requires the treater 
to record in the fa&ty’s tiles all 
Inspections, eveluattons, and analyses 
[e.g., determinations that a physical 
extraction technology has removed at 
least 0.13 cm of the debris surface end 
that the dems ia treated to a “clean 
debria surface”) of the treated debris 
that the treater made to determine 
compliance ivith the standards. es well 
es any date or information pertaining to 
key operating parameters the treater 
mey have generated during treatment of 
the debrta (e.g., exit gas temperature and 
feed rate. of II thermal desorber). Tbe 
rule also requires the treater to place e 
certification in the facility’s files for 
each shipment of excluded debris thet 
the debris has been treated in 
accordance with the standards npecified 
in Table 1. Thebe requlmmento will 
enable the Agency to enforce the debris 
treatment shmdards. 

Under today’e rule, hazardous debris 
may be excluded from subtitle C 
regulation either’by: [I] the Agency’s 
determination that the debris no longer 
contains hazardous was& (i.e., the 
contained-in policy diecussed in section 
V.B.2) es provided by new D 261.3(e) (2); 
or [Z) by compUance with the debris 
treatment standards for extraction or 
destruction teChnOlOgie8 for exclusion 
from subtitle C provided in Table 1 of 
% 288.45 (and provided the debris does 
not exhibit e hazardous characteristic 
after treatment). Tbe basis for excluding 
debris determined to no longer contain 
hazardous waste is discussed above in 
section V.B.2. We discuss here the basis 
for exCluding from subtitle C regulation 
debris that is treated to meet today’s 
performance standards requisite to such 
exclusion. 
1. Bssis for Excluding Debris Treated by 
Extraction of Destruction Technologtes 
and That Is Not Characteristic 

Debris treated by e prescribed 
extraction or destmction,teChnology end 
that does not exhibit e hazardous 
characteristic is excluded from subtitle 
C regulation. Aa discussed in section 
V.C.5 above.4be Agency bee given 
careful consideration 88 to whether each 
debris/contaminant type would be 
effectively treated by each BDAT 
technology to levels that present 
minimum risk (i.e.. would no longer pose 
e hazard to human health or the 
environment). The Agency believes that 
debris treated to those standards would 

pose minimumrisk fore number of 
reeaeona. First. the Agency has deleted 
two technologies [Le., electropolishing 
and ultraviolet radiation) from the 
proposed list of l$DAT teCh”OlOgie8 
because they ere not likely to provide 
effective t&ahnent. Second, the Rnal 
rule requires aeparstion of nonempty 
intact container8 of hszardoua waste 
from debris for treatment to the waste- 
specific treatment standards. Thus, 
containerized waste that is readily 
amenable to separation from debris by 
equipment operators in the field and 
that may have high concentrations of 
toxic constituents will be subject to 
concentration-based, waste-specific 
treatment standards rather than to the 
debriB standards. Third, the finel rule 
raises the particle 8ize used to define 
debris from 9.5 mm to &l nun end 
applies the size limit to all debris. not 
just geologic matter. Thus, materials that 
should be amenable to treatment 
methods for process waste are subject 
to the waste-specific treatment 
standards rather than to the debris 
standards. Fourth, the fbml rule 
specifically excludes process waste of 
sny particle size [e.g., #lag) from the 
definition of debris. Thus. proccsa 
wastes with potentially high 
concentrations of hezardoua 
constituents will be subject to the 
waste-specific treatment standards 
rather than to the debris standards. 

Most important, the perform&x and 
design and operating atendsrds that the 
rule establishes for exclusion of trsoted 
debris from subtitle Core rigorous 
etandsrds. Exsmples are the 
requirements that phyydcal extraction 
technologie,8 treat metal toe “&an 
metal finish” end other debris surfaces 
to a “clean debris surface”. A minimum 
of 0.6 cm of the surface layer of porous 
debris must be removed 88 well. 
Another example is the maximum 
thickness standard for porous debris 
that is to be treated by chemical 
extraction. 

For several teChI,OlOgiee, the Agency 
was concerimd that the performance 
and design end operating standards may 
not ensure treatment to minimum risk 
levels. Consequently for these 
technologies-thermal desorption, 
biodegradation. chemical oxidation end 
reduction end thermal destruction of 
debris contaminated with dioxin-listed 
wasted *‘-treated debris would be 
excluded only after the treater 
successfully makes en equivalent 
technology demonstrstion to the Agency 
under % 268.42(b) documenting that the 

teCh,,OlOgy beet8 B PeItiCUler type Of 
debris/contaminant combination as 
effectively 88 the other BDAT 
technologies to residual levels of 
hazardous contaminants that would not 
pose e hazard to human health end the 
environment absent management 
controls. 

Finally, the rule requires separation of 
the treated debris from all treatment 
residues, including soil, waste, or other 
nondebris materiel that could remain 
adhered to the debris surfece. This will 
ensure that metal contaminants in the 
residue will not continue to contaminate 
the treated debris and that eny waste or 
contaminated soil in e primarily debris 
mixture es it WBB generated is separated 
from the treated debris prior to 
exclusion from subtitle C. 

The philosophy underlying this 
approach la similar to that conteined in 
principle: It is not normally tbs debris 
itself that is hazardous. but rather 
bsesrdoue waste that is contaminating 
the debris. Thus, the goal of treetment 
should be to destmy or remove the 
contsmination (if possible) end if this is 
achieved. to dispose of the clenned 
debris es a nonhazardous w&e. The 
removed residues from this treatment 
contain the contamination, and must 
meet numerical concentration levels 
before they can be lend disposed. 

Not only ere the treatment methods 
developed to achieve this objective. but 
the various separation requirements 
(both before and after treatment) forcing 
removal of all nondehris materiels such 
88 soil and other wastes. end the 
definition of debris itself (which limits 
the debris classification to materials 
most amenable to the treatment 
methods. end classiftes matertels most 
amenable to meaningful sampling es 
nondebria subject to numerical 
treatment standards) ere intended to 
achieve the ~eme goal. As diacusaed 
above, the debris treetment stendanls 
ere written wherever possible ee 
performance standards to ensure that 
contamination is in fact removed from 
the debria. In addition, the rule epeciftea 
which contaminants me unauitabls for 
certain of the treatment methods. In 
short. the Agency believes that 
treatment of contsminsted debris by the 
methods established here will result in 
clean debris which may then be land 
disposed, end should slso no longer be 
regulated es e hazardous waste. 

EPA notea, however, that the notion of 
excluding wastes from subtitle C 
regulation without sampling for 
hazardous constituent concentration 
levels is potentia!ly at odds with many 
of the approaches recently proponed for 
public comment in the Hazardous Waste 
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Identification Rule (HWIR). See 57 FR 
(May 20,1992]. In that rule, the Agency 
asked for cemment on means of 
identifying and excluding hazardous 
wastes from subtitle C regulation that 
potentially take into account presence of 
a majority of the hazardous constituents 
listed in appendix VIII of part 261. If 
these approaches are adopted, they 
could provide a principled means of 
ovaluatlng wastes heretofore excluded 
from subtitle C regulation without 
requiring analysis of hazardous 
constituent concentrations. such “8 the 
debris being excluded in today’s rule. or 
residues from “empty contniners” 
discuslred above In Section V.B.2. EPA 
expects that hazardous constituenl 
levels in debris treated by the methods 
wlopted today will be consistent with 
levels resulting from the May 20 
proposal, and in addition, for many 
lypes of treated debris there remain 
difficulties in obtaining representative 
samples necessary to make hazardous 
waete identification and listing 
determinations. and for this reawm is 
finalizing the rule today rather than 
delaying action pending the results of 
the May 20 mlemsking. Nevcrthelass. 
the Agency believes it an appropriate 
issue for comment In the HWIR 
rulemaklng the extent to which those 
standards should be used to replace 
exclusions from the definillon of 
hazardous waste that are established 
wilhout requiring snslysls of hazardous 
constituent levels in the excluded waste. 
2. Ratlonale for Continued Subtitle C 
Regulation of Debris Treated by 
Immobilization 

Debris treated by an immobilization 
technology would remain subject to 
subtitle C regulation. EPA currently hea 
insufficient data to demonstrate 
generically that debris which can be 
contaminated with both organic~and 
Inorganic constituents would be 
nonhazardous when treated by any of 
the immobilization technologies. Until 
the Agency gathers further data, EPA Is 
concerned that, absent subsequent 
subtltle C managemedt, hazardous 
contaminants may migrate From certain 
immobilized debris at levels that could 
pose a hazard to human health and the 
envlmnment. Thus. EPA believes It 
Inapproprlate to promulgate a self- 
implementing exclusion at thla time. 
Nonetheless, In the Phase II land 
disposal reetrlctlons rule, the Agency 
will reopen and request comment on the 
issue of whether Immobilized debris 
should be excluded from subtltle C 
regulation. The Agent) plana to 
investigate this fesue further and will 
publish in the Phase II proposed rule any 
information or data that am wellable. 

In addition, the Agency will specifically 
explore the potential of using the TCLP. 
and if 80. under what circumstances. in 
determining whethe; immobilized 
hazardous debris should he excluded . 
from subtitle C cuntrol. To assist the 
Agency In this effort. we ask for dutn on 
the performance of specific 
immobilization technologies and short. 
oblong-term leschihility studies. Based 
on past experiences. the Agency hns 
found that uncertainty over the technical 
perfornmnce of immobilization 
precludes a genera1 exemption from 
subtitle C for all types of immobilized 
hazardous debris. However. the Agency 
wilt continue to evaluate all available 
and new information about the 
performance of immobilization 
technologies which could limit the 
technical uncertainty. To the extent that 
sufficient informatlon that meets proper 
quality assurance/quality control 
procedures is available. the Agency 
plans to propose in the Phase II LDR rule 
an exclusion from subtitle C for those 
immobilized hazardous debris. 
E. Regulalion of Treatment Residuals 
1. Overview 

In this section, we diecuss: 11) The 
rationale for subjecting treatment 
residues to the waste-specific treatment 
standards for the waate contsmlna(ing 
the debris: (2) separation of treated 
debris from treatment residue: (31 
special requirements for debris treated 
by spelling: (4) special requirements for 
residue from the treatment of debris 
contaminated with cyanide reactive 
waste; and (5) special requirements for 
ignitable wastewater residue. 
2. Treatment Residues Are Subject to 
the Waste-Specific Treatment Standards 
for the Waste Contamlnattng the Debris 

Residuals from the treatment of 
hazardous debris are subject to the 
waste-speciflo treatment standards for 
the waste cantamlnatlng the debris. The 
residual must be treated to those 
standards for all BDAT constituents 
specified In PO 2&3.41,288.42 and 2~8.43 
for the waste. 

The Agencyhad proposed to require 
treatment of nonsoil residuals to the 
multi-source leachate Fb39 levels and 
soil residuals to the waste-speclflc 
treatment standards for the waste 
contaminating’ the debris. Based on 
public comm6nt, and the Agency’8 re- I 
evaluation of this Issue. the Agency bad 
determlned that it Is more appropriate to 
subject all treatment residues--solI, 
wastewater, and nonwastewatewto the 
waste-spa&c treatment standards for 
the waste contamfnating the debris for a 
number of reasons. First. the waste- 

specific trealment standards currently 
apply to treatment residusts,.and the 
Agency does not know of a compelling 
PBRBO~ to change that position. Second. 
requiring compliance with the wastc- 
specific treatment standards rather than 
the F039 standards may be somewhat 
easier to understand and implement 
because the treatment standards for the 
SDAT constituents in the residue can be 
determined at the same time that the 
BDAT constituents are identified a8 
contaminants subject to treatment (ix.. 
the contaminanta subject lo trcutment in 
the contaminated debris are the same 
contaminants that must be treated in 
treatment residuals). Third, the Agency 
is considering sitnplifying and revising 
the treatment standards f0T all 
prohibited waste to “unlversnl 
standards” In the Phase II propoaed land 
disposal restricllons rule. 

Severul commenters suggzated that 
the thermal destructlou process of 
vitrification should he considered 
immobilization of debris. Thus. 
commenlers argued that such vitrified 
debris could he land disposed under 
subtitle C without being subject lo the 
waste-specific treatment standards for 
the waste contaminatiog the debris. The 
Agency disagrees with this view. 
Vitrification is a type of thermal 
destruction that produces a residue that 
is vitrified. Thus, the vitrified residue is 
subject to the same treatment standards 
08 any debris treatment residue-the 
waste-specific standards for the waste 
contaminating the debris. This is 
consistent with the Agency’s posltion 
that elag from high temperature metals 
recovery is residue, not debrla, subject 
to the waste-specific treatment 
standards. 
3. Treated DLbrts Mixed With Treatmeld 
Residue 1s Subject to Regulation a8 
Residue 

As discussed above in section V.C.5. 
treatment residues generally cantein 
high levels of toxic contamtnante 
removed from the debrla. Examples are 
residue from thermal deaorption OP 
incineration of debris contsmlnsted 
with n&al-bearing waste. and reeidue 
from water washing of debris. As 
discussed below. treatment residuals 
are subject to the waste-epeclfic 
treatment atandarda for the waste 
contamlnstlng the debris. Thus. to 
ensure that treatment reddsala are 
treated effeothely before land diapogal~, 
and to ensure that treated debris Is not 
contaminated with the tistment 
residue. the treatment standards require 
that the treated debds must be 
separated fiwmthe treatmentresldue. If 
the debris Is not separated from the 
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treetment residue. it remains R 
prohibited woste and moy not be lend 
disposed. It also remains subject to sll 
other subtitle C standards. 

The Agency defines treetment 
issiduals es residuels such es biomess 
from biodcgrodation end ash from 
incineration es well es soil, waste, or 
other nondcbris mnterial that muy 
rcmuin ndhered to the treuted deilns. 
We note further that elng from H high 
tc:mperalurc met& recovery Iurnuce 
,~nd vitrified residue from u thermal 
rlr.;trui:ti”n unit ere treetment residues 
ruther then debris. In both cases. the 
orininel debris no longer exists end the 
ree~duale from soil or wete 
r:onluminating the debris are intugral 
~xmponentti of the sleg end vitrified 
xsid~:e. 

Scparetion of the treeted debris from 
trr;itlne”t w:;iduals must be 
~~ccomplished using simple physical or 
u~e&micul meane such HY vibretcry or 
;rommel ecreene or water washing. The 
wpwutioo process neud not produce H 
“clean debris surfecu” 4’ es discussed 
u!mve. however; rather tbe debris 
surfuce must be free of caked residualr 
or nondebrie materials such es soil or 
waste. For example, thermal desorption 
debris need not be weter wnshcd eftcr 
Irommel screening to remove dust from 
residuals or nondebris mntcrinl. (Note 
that the use of water washing to 
wpurate thermnlly desorbed debrin from 
rrsiduuls and nondebris materiels need 
not comply with the treatment standards 
for weter weehing (e.g., treutment to e 
“clean debris rurface”] because the 
debris he8 alreudy been treated by eu 
ulkroetive technology.] 
4. SpecieI Requirement8 Ior Debris 
‘Trouted hy Spnlling 

AH propowd end us discussed in 
Section V.C.5. debris removed by 
spalling remains debris subject to the 
debris treatment standards. Debris 
surfuws rwnoved by apalling we. hy 
dcfinitirrn of the technology, large pieces 
of dshrw. The Agency believes thnt such 
pieces of spulled debris ere more debris- 
like than waste or residual-like end ere 
more emenable to trentment by the 
debris treatment standerds then the 
wnnte-specific trcetment standards. 

5. Special Requirementa for Residue 
From the Treatment of Debris Thet Is 
Cyanide-Reactive 

As proposed, the final rule requires 
thut residues from the treatment of 
debris that is reective because of 
cyanide is subject to the waste-specific 
treatment standards for cyanide under 
P 288.43. Ax with cyanide-reactive 
wsnte. RPA believe8 thet RDAT for 
r:,vanidn-reactive dehris requires 
tmntment of cyanide because of its 
toxicity. 
6. Special Requirements lor Igni!uble 
K”nw”etewater Residue 

AM proposed, the final rule requires 
that ignitebJe n”nwe8tewuter residue 
contuining greeter than or equal to 10% 
tote1 orgenic carbon be subject to the 
technology-based stundsrds for UGOI: 
“lv,nitable Liquids based on 2R1.21(s)(l)” 
under g 268.42. This residue must be 
treeted by fuel substitution (i.e., burning 
es furl in e boiler or industrisj fumuce). 
recovery of orgunic constituents (e.g., 
dintillut~on. cerhon edsorption). or 
incinerntion. EPA has esteblinhcd these 
technologies as BDAT for high totid 
or@nic cerbon ignituble liquids because 
they will effectively remove or destroy 
the toxic organic constituents. 
F. Permit Requirements for ‘Trcetment 
Facilities 

Trentment of hszurdous debris 
luxcnpt es discussed below for g&day 
“n-site trretmcnt in u contuincr. tank, or 
containment building) is currently 
subject to the applicable interim statu+ 
end permit stendards of purts 2.64, 265. 
290. end 270 fhet ensure protection of 
humon health and the environment from 
the operation of the treatment unit. (We 
note thet. for containment buildings. 
interim etutus end permit standards and 
requirements for 90.day on-site 
trentment me promulgated in todny’s 
rule es discussed elsewhere in this 
notice.) Today’8 debris trenVnent 
stundards to implement the lend 
dispose1 restrictions of section 3004[m) 
of the ntetute do not effect those existing 
facility stsndards. For exempJe, todny’s 
treaiment standards do not reopen 
interim status ebgibiiity for debris 
trcntment facilities. (We note. however. 
thet today’s rule does establish the 
interim stetus eligibility dete for 
conteinment buildings given thst these 
units ere newly regulated by this rule, 
assuming that such buildings ere located 
et fecilities conteining no other 
regulated units.) Rether. today’8 debris 
treatment standards subject generators 
und treeters to additional requirement8 
to ensure effective treatment of 
hazardous debria prior to exclusion from 

subtitle C (for debris treated by en 
extrection or destruction technology and 
that does not exhibit e hezardous 
characteristic) or land disposal in e 
subtitle C facility (for debris treated by 
en immobilization technology). 

.A8 information for the reader, we note 
that the existing facility standards for 
the following common debris treatment 
operations (other than for 90-day on-site 
treatment in e container, tenk, or 
containment building) we: 

l Debris treatment technologies 
conducted in tgnka such ee high 
pressure steem end water spraying. 
chemicel extraction. end biodegradation 
ere subject to the stsndords for tank 
facilities in subpart ] of Pnrt 284 (permit 
standards) and part 286 (interim ststus 
standards). 

- Storugo or treatment in containment 
buildings is subject to the subpert DU. 
perts 294 and 285. stsndards “Is” 
promulgated todey (ace discunsiori 
elsewhere in today’8 noticc]. 

l l’hysicel cxtrsction teohnologies 
nuch es ebr,asive blasting or spelling 
used to treat debris in plsce but thut is 
intended for discard (e.g., treatment of R 
contaminated building prior to 
demolition) ere subject to the permit . 
standards of subpart X. part 294 for 
miscellaneous units or the interim etutus 
rtandnrds for chemicel. physicsl. or 
biologicsl treatment+in subpart Q. part 
265. 

l lncineretors ere subject to suhpert 
0, pert264 (permit standnrds) and pert 
T.~S (interim stetus standards). 

l High tcmpersture metal recovery 
furnaces RPC conditionnlly exempt from 
the rules.for boilers end itidustriol 
tumece.8 burning hazardous waste in 
suhpert H. part 298. 

. Thermel desorbers ure subject 
either to the incinerator or thermal 
treatment standards, depending on 
whether the unit meets the incinerator 
definition. ‘ThermsI treatment uni!e err! 
nubjcct to subpart X. pert 284 (permit 
ntandsrds for miscellaneous unlts) end 
subpert P. pert 265 [interim StatuR 
stsndards]. 
I. Adding Capacity for Debris Treatment 
to Existing Facilities 

Toduy’s rule amends the permit and 
interim status standards of part 270. es 
proposed, to facilitate the expansion of 
existing debris treatment capacity and 
the addition of new debris trestmcnt 
capacity et existing facilities currently 
subject either to permit or Interim status 
stendsrds for mansglng hezsrdous 
waste. However, If an owner or operator 
of e facility that is not currently 
managing hazardous waste under the 
permit or interim status standards wants 
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to construct a debris treatment facility. 
he muat first obtein e RCRA permit. 

a. Focililies With CI RCA Permit. 
Facilities with a RCRA permit msy add 
new treatment processes and edditionel 
capecity by applying for n permit 
modification under 0 270.42. See 53 FR 
37912 (Sept. 2B.1988). Although 
regulations at 5 270.42 were 
promulgated under pre-HSWA 
authority. EPA may we these 
wgulotions in authorized States when 
necessary to implement HSWA 
provisions such as the lend disposal 
restrictions. Set 53 FR 37933. 

The types of modifications needed to 
ndd new capacity or processes would 
likely require eubmittol of e Class 2 or 3 
modification. The Class 2 modification 
process requires Agency action on the 
request within 120 days. This action 
would consist of approval or denial. 
rcclastiificstion as 8 Class 3 
modificution. or,authorization.to 
conduct activities (in containers. tanks, 
and containment buildings. 88 discussed 
below) for up to 180 days pending 
Agency action. Further, for Clssa 2 
modifications, construction to 
implement the requested facility change 
may commence 80 days after submission 
of the request. There is no deadline for 
Agency action for Class 3 modifications, 
which apply to more substantial 
changes. 

Permitted facilities may apply under 
existing B 270.42(e)(3)(iiJ(B) for a 
temporary authorization to initiate 
neEcssary activities to treat or atore 
restricted wastes (e.g.. hazardous 
debris] in tanks or containers while B 
Class 2 or 3 permit modification Is 
undergoing review, or to undertake II 
treatment or storage activity which will 
be of abort duration (e.g., 
decontamination of e building intended 
for demolition]. Today’8 rule revises that 
section to eneble the Agency also to 
grant a temporary authorization for 
containment buildings meeting the 
rrquirements promulgated today in 
subpart DD of perts2e.4 and 285. 

Any request fore temporery 
wthorizetion must demonstrate 
compliance with the part284 standards 
and also meet the criteria of # 270.42(e) 
for approval. Interested members of the 
public (i.e.. those that have previously 
expressed interest in any permitting 
action for the facility] will receive notice 
by mail of e facility’s request fore 
temporary authorization. Tbe temporary 
authorization mey be renewed once if 
the additional procedures of 5 270.42(e) 
are followed, including slibmission of 
appropriate permit modification 
information end the initiation of public 
meetings and public comment period. 
See 53 FR 37919. 

b. FocifLes Operating Under Interim 
Status. Facilities managing hazardous 
waste under interim status may add new 
treatment processes or additional 
treatment or storage capacity by using 
the existing procedures for changes 
during interim status in 5 270.72. Under 
these procedures. a facility most submit 
to EPA a revised Part A permit 
application nnd,justificstion explaining 
the need for the change. The chsugc 
must then be epproved by EPA. 

Such changes must meet one of 
severul criteria specified In % 270.72. 
such 118 being necessary to comply with 
a Federal. State, or local requirement. 
Ilowever. changes 8eflerei1y may not bc 
made if they amount to reconstruction of 
the facility. The Agency consider!, the 
fecility to be “reconstructed” if the 
capitol investment for the changes to the 
facility exceed 50% of the cspitnl cost of 
e comparnblc entirely new facility. 

Existing g 270.72(b)(O) lifted the 
reconstruction limit for chenges to trea\ 
or store in tanks and containers 
hazardous waste snbject to,land 
disposal restrictions imposed by part 
268. provldcd that such changes “re 
made solely for the purpose of 
complying with pert 2~13 lend ditlpoenl 
rentrictions. Today’s rule revises that 
peragreph to lift the reconstruction limit 
for containment buildings a8 well. See 
the the new subpart DD. pert 204 and 
205, standardn for containment buildings 
that ere also promulgated today. 
2. On-Site Treatment of Debris in 
Containers. Tanka, and Containment 
Buildings 

Existing 8 262.34 exempts from permit 
requirementa generators who store or 
treat hozerdous debris on-site in tanks 
or containers for B period not exceeding 
90 days provided that the tenk or 
container is designed and operated in 
compliance with subpart I (for 
containers) and subpart J (for tanks) of 
part 265. Today’s rule revises B 202.34. 
as proposed. to also provide this 
exemption to containment buildings 
designed and operated in wmplinnce 
with the subpart DD, part 2135. standards 
also promulgated todsy. 
G. Capacity Vorfance for Hazardous 
Debris 

In the May 15,1992, Notice to 
Approve Hszsrdous Debris Csse-By- 
Case Capacity Vsrisnce, the Agency 
approved B generic, one yesr extension 
of the LDR effective date applicable to 
all persons managing hazardous debris 
(57 FR207E16). For the purpose of the 
extension, the term “debris” we8 
defined 88 e.et out in the preamble to the 
June 1,19QO Third Third final rule. See 
55 FR 22850 and 0 25X1.2(&$ Furthermore, 

the Agency lndiceted that it will explain 
in the debris rote how e change in 
definition will affect the case-by-case 
exte”si”“3. 

Although in general. both definitions 
will identify tbc 8ame materials e8 
debris, there erc differences tbot mny 
result in sttuutions where either 
definition could include debris nol 
inch&d by the other. Of concern i8 the 
situation where someone bus entered 
into contracts for, or ectuslly initiated 
tbt: proccsa of, removing for disposnl 
debris which met the old definition but 
does not meet tbe current definition. To 
avoid possible disruption of on-going 
activities. which have relied on the 
previous definition of debris, the Ajicncy 
wilt nttow the cxtcnaion to apply to 
mnteriats meeting either definition 
thC”,l8tl May 8. 1993. 
ff. Otlicr fssucs 
1. Applicability of Standards to 
Contaminated Structures and Equipmen 

‘~1. Structwrs and LQuipment 
Co~~tnminnted With ffozardoos Wn’nst~ 
rind b&-nded for Discord Are Reg&tcd 
Debris. AR discussed above in section 
V.B.1.a of the preamble, structure8 tmd 
equipment contaminated with 
hazardous waste and that are intended 
for dincard are hazardous debris subject 
to today’s treatment ntandurds. Thus. if 
H contnminsted tank or building is 
decontaminated before demolition. the 
debris may not be land disposed unless 
the tauk or building WUB 
decontaminated in compliance with 
today’s treatment stundards. [We note 
thut. 88 discussed above in section F.2. 
such treatment is subject to the permit 
standards untc88 conducted in a tank. 
container. or containment building.) 

If the conteminsted structure or 
equipment ia being dccontambwted for 
subscqucnt we, however, the structure 
or equipment is not debris and tbe 
decontaminstion is neither subject to 
today’s debris treatment standards nor 
the permit standards for baznrdws 
waste manrrgement facilities. ‘Thus. 
cleaning a building that is in use is not 
treatment of debris. 

b. Treatment Stondmds /or Comrete 
Pods and Walls Intended for Discard 
The Agency believe8 that concrete pads 
and walls ere typically decontaminated 
using “water washing” techniques. 
These techniques include the following 
technologiee specified in today’s rule: 
Abrasive blasting using water to propel 
abrasive media, high pressure steam or 
water sprsys. and water washing end 
sprttying. 

We note that the performance 
standards for abrasive blasting and high 
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pressure water *prays require removal 
of 0.6 cm of the surface because these 
are physical extraction technologies 
designed to remuve the surface layer of 
the debris. The performance standards 
for water washing and spraying limits 
the thickness of the concrete to 3/g inch 
because this technology relies on 
chemical extraction (Le.. dissolving or 
removing with surfactants) of 
contaminants below the concrete 
surface. If the treater believes that 
treatment to these performance 
standards is not necessary to ensure 
effective treatment to residual levels of 
hazardous constituents that will not 
pose a hazard to human health and the 
environment absent management 
controls, the treater may: (I) Obtain a 
waiver of the standards [e.g.. the 
thickness limit for water washing) under 
an equivalent technology demonstration 
under Q 26&42(b): or (2) demonstrate lo 
the Agency that the debris upon 
alternative treatment does not contain 
toxic constituents under the contained- 
in principle codified in today’s rule. See 
discussion in section V.B.2.b above. 

c. Relation of Debris Standards to 
Closure Rules. Existing closure 
standards for hazardous waste 
management facilities require 
“decontamination” of contaminated 
structures and equipment. See. e.g.. 
55 264.114 and 285.114. The precise 
meaning of decontamination presently is 
determined on a case-by-case basis 
through review~af the facility’s closure 
plan. However, if such structures or 
equipment is also debris which is going 
to he land disposed. which could often 
be the case, an issue arises regarding 
the relationship of the 
“decontamination” standard in the 
closure rule and the treatment methods 
adopted in today’s rule. 

The Agency belteves that the 
treatment methoda in today’s rule would 
always satisfy the decontamination 
standard in the closure provisions. After 
all. the purpose of these treatment 
methods is to decontaminate. EPA also 
Interprets the land disposal and closure 
rules to require that all hazardous debris 
be treated to meet the debris treatment 
standards, even if the debris is 
generated during closure. (Put another 
way. the debris standards normally 
would be appropriate for any debris 
generated as a P2S”lt of closure.) 

If the debris treatment’standards 
appear to be inappropriate for debris 
(such as containinated structures or 
equipment) generated during closure, a 
site-specific treatability variance 
pursuant to D 26&44(h) may be 
available. The Agency believes that 
such a variance could be processed 

sdministrntively as part of the closure 
procedures. 
2. Mixing of Hazardous Waste or 
Contaminated Soil With Debris To 
Avoid the Waste-Specific Treatment 
Standards Is prohibited 

Today’s rule prohibits the intentional 
mixing of hazardous waste or 
contaminated soil with debris to avoid 
thk concentration-based treatment 
standards for the waste or soil. The 
Agency is prohibiting such sham mixing 
to ensure that hazardous waste and 
contaminated soil are treated to the 
existing treatment standards given that 
the waste ‘s is amenable to treatment to 
those levels and that the waste and soil 
are likely to be much more heavily 
contaminated with hazardous 
constituents than debris and, thus, 
should be subject to such concentration- 
based treatment levels. 

The prohibition on mixing applies to 
debris treated by any technology: 
Immobilization as well as extraction or 
destruction. Although the debris 
treatment standards require separation 
of the waste or contaminated soil from 
debris treated by an extraction or 
destruction technology and that the 
residue must meet the waste-specific 
treatment standards far the waste 
contaminating the debris, the treatment 
process itself could enable the residue tn 
meet the concentration-based waste 
treatment standards by virtue of dilution 
during treatment. An example is water 
washing of debris intentionally mixed 
with a prohibited listed waste. Tha 
water residue may easily meet the 
waste-specific treatment standard by 
virtue of dilution rather than treatment. 

We note that this prohibition on sham 
mixing does not affect implementation 
of the principle discussed above in 
section V.B.1 to classifying mixtures of 
debris with contaminated soil or waste 
aa,debris. That principle says that if 
debris is the primary material In a 
mixture by volume based on visual 
observation, the mixture is subject to 
regulation as debris. Thus, for example, 
when debris is initially excavated in a 
mixture of debris and nondebris 
materials, and debris is the primary 
material present, the mixture is 
appropriately regulated as debris and 
‘sham mixing has not occurred. 
However, if debris i$ intentionally 
mixed with contaminated soil or 
hazardous was@ (e.g., after excavation), 
and the mixture is regulated as debris 

by the application of the mixture 
principle and subsequently immobilized, 
prohibited sham mixing has occurred. 
3. Procedures for Demonstrating 
Equivalency of Alternative Technologies 

As discussed at proposal. existing 
9 26&43(b) provides the generator or 
treater an opportunity to demonstrate to 
the Agency than an altamatlve 
technology can achieve the equivalent 
level of performance as that of the 
specified treatment method. We nnte 
that this variance~procedure can also be 
used to demonstrate that one of the 
technologies specified in today’s rule 
can be designed or operated under 
conditions other than those established 
in Table 1. 4 268.45. to provide 
equivalent treatment (Le., meet the 
performance standard for the 
technology) or that a specified 
technology can treat hazardous 
contaminants to levels that do not pose 
a hazard to human health and the 
environment absent subtitle C control 
without achieving the performance snd 
design and operating standards 
established in Table 1. 

In addition, the Agency is requiring in 
the treatment standards of Table 1. 
9 288.45. that treiters must make an 
Equivalency Demonstration under 
9 288.43(b) in order for certain 
technologies to be considered BDAT. 
See discussion above for thermal 
desorption. biodegradation, and 
chemical destruction. 
VI. Capacity Determinations 

This section presents the data 
sources. methodology, and results of 
EPA’s capacity analysis for today’s 
newly listed wastes. Specifically, 
section VI summarizes the results of the 
capacity analysis for petroleum refining 
wastes and other organic wastes: 
wastes mixed with radioactive 
contaminants; and debris contaminated 
with the newly listed wastes.,Soil and 
debris contaminated with newly listed. 
wastes for which standards are finalized 
today-will be addressed in future 
proposals. 

The capacity analysi,s for the newly 
listed wastes for which the Agency is 
today promulgating treatment standards 
relied orrinfnrmation obtained from 
several sources. Prtmarydais sources 
include the National Survey~of 
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, 
Disposal, and Recycling Facilittea (the 
TSDR Survey). the National Survey of. 
Hazardous Waste Generators (the 
Geneiator Survey), data received in 
response to the proposed +a (57 FR 
9671, data receive&t” response to the 
ANPRM for the Newly Identlfled and 

. 
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Ml52 NA Table CCWE in 
268.41. 

K087 NA Table CCWE in 
288.41. 

K093.. ....... ................ NA.. ............................ 

K084.. ........................ NA.. ............................ 

Kl,, .......................... NA.. ............................ 

K117.. ........................ NA.. ............................ 

K118.~. ....................... NA.. ............ 

K131.......................... NA.. ............................ 
K132 .......................... NA.. ..... i.. .................... 
KW.. ........................ NA.. ............................ 

o-cress, .................................. 

p-creso, .................... ........ 
2.4.Di”l*thylphe”cd ............... 
Emytbe”le”e ......................... 
Nqmhalene.. ......................... 
Phena”,h,me.. ....................... 
W W ”Ol..................................... 
TOtUB”*. .................................. 
Xylen88 .......................................... 
Cwrdddel) ,Tdd) ............ ....... 
Chromium *otai). .................. 
Laad ........................................ 

!38”1e”* .................................. 
Ctllysene ................................ 
Fluoranthene .......................... 
Mm0 (1.2.3-cd) pflene.. .... 
Naphthalene ........................... 
Phe”a”,h,ene ......................... 
Toluene ................................... 
xyvdnas ..................................... 

.?.d-Di”itrotolw”e .................. 
2,8-Di”ltrotol”ene .................. 

Ethylene dibromide.. .............. 
Methyl bromide.. .................. 
ChbXOlO,l”. ............................. 
Ethylene dibrOmide ................ 
Methyl tennide ...................... 
ChlWc4OM”. ............................. 
Methyl brmlide ...................... 
Methyl brmide ...................... 
Emylsne dib,mide.. .............. 
Methyl bfom,de.. .................... 
Chbrolorm.. ............................ 

Bis(P.efhylhexyl, plmame ... 

6.2 (1) 

8.2 
NA ,,,, ~.~!..! 
14 

3.6 

1.8 ’ 
NA ..,. !!! 
NA 

3.4 

0.071 I’) 
3.4 
3.4 III 
3.4 (8, 

3.4 3.4 I:; 

0.65 0.07 I:; 
NA 
28 1’1 

28 (‘1 

3s. In subpart D. 5 268.45 with ‘Ikble I 8268.45 Treatmen( standsrda for 
is added to read a8 follows: hazardw8 debrk. 

disposal a.8 follows unless EPA 
detsrminss under D ZLX.~(~](Z) of this 

(a) Twatment stcmdords. Hazardous chapter that the debris is no longer 
debris must be treated prior to land contaminated with hazardous waste UP 
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the debTis ia treated to the waste- requiremente of this section, whichever Tuble 1 is R hnzardoun waste and mwt 
specific treatment standard provided in 
this subpart for the wasto contaminating 

are more stringent. be manuged in a subtitle C focilily. 

the debris: 
(b] Contomirronts subject to (d) Trsotment residuals--(iI G~mroal 

treotmcnt. tlazordous debris must bc requircmsnls. Except 8s provided by 
111 Cmeral. kiazerdoun debris must be t reated for each “contaminant subject to paragraphs (d][z) snd (d)l4) of this 

treatment.” The contuminanta subiect 1o section: trr&d for each “contaminnnt subject ,o 
treatment” defined by paragrkph,(b) of 
this section using the technalugy or 
technologies identified in ‘Table I of this 

treatment mu& be determined BH 
follows: 

(1) Toxiclfy chorocteristic dcbrc;. The 
contaminants subject to trestment for 
debris that exhibits the Toxicity 
Characteristic (TC) by 5 201.24 of this 
chapter are those EP coxstitucnts for 
which the debris exhibits the TC toxicity 
chnrncterivtic. 

section. 
12) Choracterislic debris. 1 lazardoua 

d&is that exhibits the cjlaracteristic it 
ignitability. corrosivity. or renctivity 
Identified under 68 281.21. 261.22. und 
201.23 of this chapter, respectively. mutt 
be deactivated by treatment wing one 
of the technologies identified in Table 1 
of this section. 

(3) Mixtures of debris types. The 
trestment standards ofl‘uble 1 in this 
section must, be schievud for cuch type 
of debris contained in o mixture of 
debris types. If an impobilizotion 
technology is used in.n treatment train. 
it mus.t be the last trentment tcchnolo,gy 
used. 

(4) Mixtures of contnmirmnt &es. 
Debris that in contuminated with two or 
more contaminants subject to treutment 
identified under paragraph [b) uf thk 
section mutt be treated fnr each 
contaminant using one or more 
treatment technologien idcntificd~in 
Table 1 of this s&ion. If un 
immobilization technology is used in u 
treatment train. It must be the last 
treatment technology used. 

(5) Wosft? PCBs. Hszurdoua debris 
that is also a~ watlte PCU under 40 CFR 
part 781 is subject to the requirements OI 
either 40 CFR part 781 or the 

(2) Uebrk contarniirntcd with lktcd 
waste. The contaminsnts subject to 
treatment for debris that is 
contaminated with LI prohibited listed 
huzardous waste we those constituents 
for which BDAT standurds we 
established fur the wnvte under 
55 208.41 and 268.43. 

(31 Cyanide reactive dcbriu. 
llazurdous debris that is reactive 
bccnuuo of cyanide must~be~treated for 
cyanide. 

(c) Corrditjoned exclusion of treotcd 
debc’s. Hszardous debris that bus been 
treated using one of the specified 
extraction or destruction tcchnologicu iii 
Table 1 of this sectioc und that does nnt 
exhibit a cheracteristic of huzardouv 
waste identified under subpart C. part 
261. of this chapter after treatment is not 
B harnrdoua rvuste and need not be 
managed in (1 subtitle C facility. 
Hazardous debris contaminated, with a 
listed waste that ia treatedby an 
immobilization technology specified in 

(4) Ignitable nonnvxtewnter rcsidur, 
Ignitable nonwnstewakr rc~idw 
containing equal tu or srwtcr than Iu’v, 
tutu1 organic carbon is subject to the 
technology-bused standards fur DMll: 
“Ignitable Liquids bused on 
Q 261.21(n)(l)” under 9 208.42. 

(5) Residue from spoiling. Layers of 
debris removed by spulling we 
haznrdous debris that remsin subject tu 
the treatment standards of thin section. 

TABLE I.-ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS DEBRIS ’ 
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per(omlance and/a dwl@l and operathg stsllckrd 

same 88 above .,,,,...............,,,,.,...,,...............,..........,....,.. 



39. In subpart D. 8 288.4E is added to 0 288.46 Altwnatlve tnatmcn( ,tanda,ds 
read 88 follows: bawd on HTMR. 

Table 1 identifies alternative 
treatment standards for FYM and KOe2 
nonwastewaters. 
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